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FOREWORD
The Energy Efficient Engine Component Development dnd Integration Program is
being conducted under parallel National Aeronautics and Spiice Administration
contracts to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group and General Electric Company. The
overall project is under the direction of Mr. Carl C. Ciepluch. Mr. John W.
Schaefer is the NASA Assistant Project Manager for the Pratt &Whitney
Aircraft effort under NASA Contract NAS3-20646, and Mr. Frank Berkopec is the
NASA Project Engineer responsible for the portion of the project described in
this report. Mr. Will iam B. Gardner is manager of the Energy Efficient Engine
Project at Pratt &Whitney Aircraft Group.
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1.0 SUMMARY
In accordance with Tasks 2 and 4 of the Energy Efficient Engine Program, NASA
Contract NAS3-20646, a four-stage low-pressure Compressor Component was
designed for the Integrated Core/Low Spool test vehicle.
The objective of the low-pressure compresor component design effort was to
design a four-stage compressor with a pressure ratio of 1.77 and a Fl ight
Propu1 sion System adiabatic efficiency goal of 89.9 percent. The experimental
efficiency goal for the Integrated Core/Low Spool test component is 87.5 per-
cent. This compressor efficiency level contributes 1.6 percent to the Energy
Efficient Engine F1 ight Propu1 sion System efficiency improvement. The F1 ight
Propulsion System efficiency is indicative of the fully developed compressor
component in the mature production engine. Whereas, the Integrated Core/Low
Spool efficiency represents the goal for the first run of the experimental
compressor.
The low-pressure compressor component meets or exceeds all desi gn goal s for
this test except for surge margin which is two percent below goal. The F1 ight
Propulsion System adiabatic efficiency goal of 89.9 percent was attained. A
summary of the low-pressure compressor component design goal s and predicted
performance is provided below in Table 1-1.
The low-pressure compressor was designed to meet Fl ight Propul sion System per-
formance goal s, but was not optimized for f1 ight weight. Substitute material s
and simp] ified manUfacturing techniques were employed to improve fabrication
schedules, reduce cost, and minimize risk. Design iterations were minimized
by this approach and, hence, design costs were reduced.
TABLE 1-1
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED PERFORMANCE OF LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR COMPONENT
DESIGN WITH DESIGN GOALS AT THE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN POINT
Parameter
Pressure Ratio
Adiabatic Efficiency, percent
F1 i ght Propu1 sion System
Integrated Core/Low Spool
In1 et Corrected Flow, kg/sec
(l b/sec)
Surge Margin, percent
Goal Predicted
1.77 1.77
89.9 90.0
87.5 87.5
56.97 56.97
(l25.6) (l25.6)
20 18
F1 ight Propu1 sion System
Rotor Low Cycle Fatigue Life
Mi ssions
lburs
Integrated Core/Low Spool
Low Cycle Fatigue Life, missions
20,000
30,000
1000
20,000
30,000
8000
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
The objective of the Energy Efficient Engine Program is to develop, evaluate,
and deroonstrate the technology for achieving lower installed fuel consumption
and lower operating costs in future commercial turbofan engines. NASA has set
minimum goal s of a twel ve percent reduction in thrust specific fuel consump-
tion, a five percent reduction in direct operating cost, and a fifty percent
reduction in performance degradation for the Energy Efficient Engine (F1 ight
Propul sion System) relative to the JT9D-7A reference engine. In addition,
environmental goal s on emissions (meet the proposed Environmental Protection
Agency 1981 regulation) and noise (meet Federal Air Regulation 36-1978
standards) have been establ ished.
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft program effort is based on an engine concept
defined under the NASA-sponsered Energy Efficient Engine Prel iminary Design
and Integration Studies Program, Contract NAS3-20628. This was discussed in
detail in NASA Report CR-135396. The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engine is a
twin-spool, direct drive, mixed-flow exhaust configuration, utilizing an
integrated engi ne-nacell e structure. A short, stiff hi gh-pressure rotor and a
single-stage high-pressure turbine are among the major features in prOViding
for both performance retention and major reductions in maintenance and direct
operating costs. Improved clearance control in the high-pressure compressor
and turbines and advanced single crystal materials in turbine blades and vanes
are among the major features proViding performance improvement.
To meet the program objectives, four technical tasks were establ ished by the
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and were defined in the Program Work Plan. Task 2 of
the program, IlComponent Analysis, Design and Deve10pment ll , consists of
designing, fabricating, and testing the high risk components as well as
testi ng supporti ng technology in cri tical areas. The task i ncl udes the
designing of all components, plus a technology program to obtain design data
on shroud1ess hollow fan blade test specimens; two builds of the high-pressure
compressor; a full annular combustor and supporting programs to define
diffuser parameters and combustor geometry for low emissions; a cooled
high-pressure turbine rig and supporting technology programs in aerodynamics,
leakage control, and blade fabrication; aerodynamic rigs supporting the design
of a low-pressure turbine; and scale model mixer testing. This report
documents the aerodynamic and mechanical design of the low-pressure compressor
component.
The objective of the low-pressure compressor component design effort was to
design a four-stage low-pressure compressor for the Integrated Core/Low Spool
test wi th a pre ssure ratio of 1.77 and a Fl i ght Propul sion System adi aba ti c
efficiency goal of 89.9 percent. The experimental efficiency goal for the
Integrated Core/Low Spool test component was 87.5 percent.
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The low-pressure compressor component design effort consists of (l) a prel imi-
nary analysis and design phase that determines the feasibil ity of the low-
pressure compressor design, and (2) a detailed analysis and design phase that
completes the compressor design for use in the Integrated Core/Low Spool test
(Task 4). There is no component ri g program or supporti ng ·technol ogy program.
The design data and the verification of advanced concepts are obtained
principally from related Pratt & Whitney Aircraft programs such as an in-house
supercritical cascade program, the NAVAIR Supercritical Cascade Test (Contract
N00019-77-C-0546), and the NASA Front Stage Program (Contract NAS3-20899).
Hardware for the low spool phase of the low-pressure compressor Integrated
Core/Low Spool test is fabricated in Task 4 following acceptance by NASA of
the detailed design.
The prel imi nary desi gn of the Energy Efficient Engi ne low-pressure compressor
component included a titanium drum rotor and fl ight weight aluminum cases.
This design approach was modified for the Integrated Core/Low Spool test
experimental hardware to reduce costs and maintain schedule. Specifically, a
001 ted steel rotor was adopted for reduced material cost, to avoid a wel d
development program, and lower risk. Non-optimized aluminum cases were
util ized to reduce design iteration effort and machining time. Exisiting
tooling was utilized where possible and existing design minor parts were
incorporated.
Fl ight Propul sion System aerodynamics were fUlly retained in this design.
Titanium blading was also retained and aluminum stators were incorporated.
Steel was substituded for aluminum on the inlet guide vane (stator 1) for ease
of Integrated Core/Low Spool test instrumentation, but Fl ight Propul sion
System aerodynamics were not impacted. Axial spaci ng between bl ades and
stators was set based on experience with similarly designed compressors and,
as a result of the final design analysis, could be reduced for Flight
Propul sion System appl ication without impacti ng compressor performance.
Section 3.0 of this report describes the aeroQynamic and mechanical design of
the low-pressure compressor component and presents the resul ts of the analyses
performed. Section 4.0 presents the fi nal resul ts of the design effort.
AppendiX A defines the aerodynamic design in detail. Appendix B defines the
nomenclature used in this report.
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3.0 LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR COMPONENT DESIGN
3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND MAJOR FEATURES
The low-pressure compressor is composed of four stages, 820 airfoils, and
features an average blade aspect ratio of 2.24 and an average gap-chord ratio
of 0.9. Its rotor hub/tip ratios at the inlet and exit are 0.84 and 0.83,
respectively. The component design that evolved from the detailed design
activity is illustrated in Figure 3.1-1.
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Figure 3.1-1 Low-Pressure Compressor Component Design
The Integrated Core/Low Spool low-pressure compressor rotor assembly is
fabricated from steel and consists of individual disks which bolt together.
This design concept was adopted for the Integrated Core/Low Spool due to its
cost benefit over the flight propulsion system electron beam welded titanium
design. The low-pressure compressor rotor assembly is connected to the low
pressure rotor shaft through a single hub bolted to a common fan hub/low-
pressure compressor hub joint forward of the number 1 bearing. The rotor
features canted titanium blades with axial attachments and integral rotor
knife edge seals.
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The low-pressure compressor stator assembly supporting cases and inlet split-
ter are fabricated from aluminum for reduced weight. The low-pressure compres-
sor cases feature circumferential, trenched, abradable rubstrips over the
blade tips to provide the blade tip clearance needed to prevent rUbbing under
transient engine conditions, while reducing the efficiency penalty associated
with tip clearance. The inner stator shrouds also feature abradable rubstrips
to provide the required clearance control under the rotor knife edge seals.
Rubstrip material in both inner and outer diameter locations is silicone
rubber.
Low power surge protection and reverse thrust stability are provided by a
fifth stage annular bleed. A circumferential gap on the outer flowpath wall
ahead of the fifth stage stator provides airflow to an annular bleed ring,
which translates rearward via a linkage system to allow bleed air to exit from
the compressor and dump into the fan duct forward of the fan exit vanes. The
bleed system is sized to provide a nominal 15 percent of flow extraction from
the core flowpath.
A cross section of the low-pressure compressor design developed during the
preliminary design phase is presented in Figure 3.1-2 for comparison. The
features of this compressor are being retained for the Flight Propulsion
System.
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Figure 3.1-2 Low-Pressure Compressor Component Preliminary Design -
Representative of Flight Propulsion System Design
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3.2 LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
3.2.1 General Description
The low-pressure compressor aerodynamic design includes stator 1, in addition
to the four stage low-pressure compressor, shown in Figure 3.2-1. Because the
first test of the low-pressure compressor is in the Integrated Core/Low Spool,
the low-pressure compressor design was configured with an adjustable stator 1
to provide low-pressure compressor flow capacity flexibility. The design para-
meters for the low-pressure compressor are listed in Table 3.2-1.
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Figure 3.2-1 Stator 1 and Low-Pressure Compressor Design
Some of the major features of the low-pressure compressor aerodynamic design
include the use of controlled diffusion airfoils for their increased low loss
incidence range capability. Abradable rubstrips with trenches are used over
the rotor tips to reduce the sensitivity of low-pressure compressor efficiency
to tip clearance. Canted airfoils are used to increase root loading capabili-
ty. The use of mini-cavities reduces endwall losses. Finally, a modulated
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bleed with 15 percent of core mass airflow capability near the exit of the
low-pressure compressor is incorporated to avoid compressor surge during
starting and reverser operation.
TABLE 3.2-1
lOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR DESIGN PARAMETERS
ENGINE OPERATING CONDITION
Aerodynamic
Design Max. Max.
Poi nt Cruise Cl imb Takeoff
Pressure Ratio 1.77 1. 73 1.80 1.61
Efficiency(percent)
Adiabatic (FPS) 89.9 90.4 89.6 92.0
Polytropic (FPS) 90.6 91.0 90.4 9?4
Adiabatic (IC/lS) 87.5
Inlet Corrected
Airflow (lb/sec) 125.5 123.0 127.5 112.0
Inlet Specific
Airflow (lb/sec/ft2) 35.6 34.8 36. ? 31.8
Inlet Corrected Tip
Speed (ft/sec) 797 782 A12 7?1
Exit Temperature of 152 145 188 245
low-pressure compressor rotation is counter-clockwise when viewed from the
rear and the exit airflow is axial. The projected design point adiabatic
efficiency, including stator 1, is 83.4 percent for the first test and 85.q
percent for the fully developed low-pressure compressor.
3.2.2 Aerodynamic Parameter Selection
3.2.2.1 General Parameters
Table 3.2-11 lists the low-pressure compressor general design parameters.
Figure 3.2-2 shows a portion of the low-pressure compressor predicted
performance map. Figure 3.2-3 shows the predicted performance map.
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TABLE 3.2- II
GENERAL DESIGN PARAMETERS
(100 Percent Speed)
Parameter
WECSl, kg/sec
( lb/second)
N1Corrected to SI,temp.(rpm)
Pressure Ratio exit pressure
inlet pressure
Stages
U-Tip, Corrected to SI, m/second
(ft/second)- Rotor 2
Inlet Hub/Tip (Stator 1)
Exit Hub/Tip (Stator 5)
Solidity - (compressor average)
Aspect Ratio (Avg. Rotor and Stator)
WE SI/A, k~/second/m2
(lb/sec/ft )
Flow Coefficient, Cx/U(compressor
average)
Work Coefficient, E
Reaction (compressor average)
D-Factor (compressor average)
~ p/Po-P (compressor average)
Sl = Stator 1 Leading Edge.
Design Point
55.294
on.9)
192J
1. 713
242.316
(79&;)
0.83
0.81
1.19
2.24
157.200
(32.2)
0.72
O.f)!)
f).nO
0.38
0.33
Flowpath shape and the number of stages were determined from the results of
preliminary studies in the optimization of low-pressure compressor/intermedi-
ate case length and loading levels. It was found that a three stage configur-
ation required excessively high stage loadings. The addition of a fourth
stage allowed a reduction in stage loadings to a level at which the design
surge margin could be achieved. It also allowed a reduction in diameter and
low-pressure compressor exit meridional velocity, which is diffused through
the low-pressure compressor to minimize flow Mach numbers, and conseauently,
losses (Figure 3.2-4). This reduced the intermediate case length and loading
level and resulted in a net reduction in overall length.
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Figure 3.2-2 Low-Pressure Compressor Predicted Performance
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Figure 3.2-3 Low-Pressure Compressor Performance Map
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Figure 3.2-4 Low-Pressure Compressor Meridional Velocity
Area distribution was established to give a smooth axial loading distribution
and flowpath. Flowpath inlet and exit dimensions were fixed prior to the
final design by the fan and intermediate case designs.
Because the low-pressure compressor and high-pressure compressor counter-
rotate, the low-pressure compressor discharge is axial as indicated on Figure
3.2-5 by the 0 degree exit angle of stator 5. This results in an increasing
reaction through the low-pressure compressor (Figure 3.2-6). In addition,
because the stage reaction is high, stators load up faster than rotors when
approaching surge. As shown in Figure 3.2-7, the mean solidity of the stators
was made larger (1.27) than that of the rotors (1.01) to achieve a loading
balance at surge. Stator 1 has an anti-icing requirement in the Flight
Propulsion System which requires hollow contstruction and, therefore, a long
chord or low aspect ratio. Stator 1 also has a large solidity because it
becomes more highly loaded than other vane rows at part speed.
The aspect ratio, shown in Figure 3.2-8, and solidity distribution through the
low-pressure compressor were set to minimize two-dimensional loss while
balancing the loading and achieving the desired surge margin.
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Figure 3.2-7 Low-Pressure Compressor
Rotor and Stator Solidity
3.2.2.2 Velocity Triangle Selection
Velocity triangles were selected and evaluated by utilizing an axiSYmmetric,
streamline curvature flowfield calculation. The aerodynamic blockage factors.
used in the calculation of velocity triangles, are shown in Figure 3.2-q.
Blockage factors were assumed constant for off-design estimates (which is
considered conservative because the resulting surge loading predictions are
higher than those implied by lower blockage factors). The design point midspan
loading distribution is shown in Figure 3.2-10.
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Figure 3.2-10 Low-Pressure Compressor Design Point Midspan Loading
Distribution
The total pressure and angle skews shown in Figure 3.2-11 were chosen to
radially balance loadings on a 10 percent high operating line at 88.7 percent
speed (63 percent of maximum cruise power). This point was chosen because
there is evidence that peak low-pressure compressor loadings occur near 90
percent speed. Also, it was considered desireable to operate with bleeds
closed at least that far down the operating range. A negative total pressure
slope and positive angle slope with radius will cause loading to shift from
the hub toward the tip. In the Energy Efficient Engine low-pressure com-
pressor, the tight flowpath curvature accomplishes most of the desired loading
shift and the total pressure and angle skews are relatively flat. Predicted
loading on the part speed, high operating line is shown in Figure 3.2-12.
A complete aerodynamic summary for the aerodynamic design point is included as
Appendix A.
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Figure 3.2-12 Low-Pressure Compressor Predicted Part Speed Midspan and Radial
Loading
3.2.3 Blading Selection
3.2.3.1 General Airfoil Selection
Controlled diffusion airfoils are used throughout the low-pressure compressor.
Figure 3.2-13 compares a conventional 65 series thickness distribution on a
circular arc meanline airfoil to a control led diffusion airfoil. Existing
cascade data indicate that controlled diffusion airfoi Is offer potential
14
advantages over conventional series airfoils in terms of loss, critical Mach
number and low loss range (References 1 and 2). The controlled diffusion
airfoils were designed at the aerodynamic design point and their performance
was evaluated at the following additional points:
1. Cruise operating line:
63 percent of maximum cruise power (88.7 percent of low-pressure rotor
speed, point of peak low-pressure compressor loadings).
2 10 percent high operating line at constant speed above the 63 percent
maximum cruise point. (chosen for surge margin evaluation).
3. 15 percent high operating line at constant speed above the aerody~amic
design point. (chosen for surge margin evaluation).
4. Cruise operating line maximum corrected flow (limiting for stator 1 only).
(chosen for flow verification.)
CONVENTIONAL
CONTROLLED
DIFFUSION
Figure 3.2-13 Airfoil Profile Comparison of a Control led Diffusion Airfoi I
and a Conventional, 65 Series Thickness Distribution on a
Circular Arc Meanline Airfoil
The control led diffusion airfoils were designed to have sufficient area margin
at the maximum flow condition and to be in the low loss range for the cruise
operating line conditions. Some increase in loss was al lowed for the high
operating line conditions. Analysis of conventional airfoils indicated that
some of the airfoil sections had insufficient low loss range to meet operating
line conditions. Most were separated at the high operating line conditions,
indicating the gain achievable with controlled diffusions airfoi Is.
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A blade-to-blade calculation was performed for al I airfoils at several span
locations. Controlled diffusion airfoil incidence was established to best
satisfy the off-design requirements listed above. Where a range of incidence
would satisfy the requirements, aerodynamic design point loss was minimized.
Controlled diffusion airfoil deviation was established to satisfy the
aerodynamic design point exit angle requirement with the blade-to-blade
solution.
The predicted loss and separation of the controlled diffusion airfoils is less
than or equal to the corresponding conventional series airfoi Is. Figure
3.2-14 and Table 3.2-III compare the calculated two-dimensional loss on the
operating line. At the design point, the control led diffusion airfoils are
more than 5 percent lower in two-dimensional loss than the conventional series
airfoils, with an even greater advantage at the off-design points.
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TABLE 3.2-III
CONTROLLED DIFFUSION AIRFOIL VS CONVENTIONAL AIRFOIL LOSS COMPARISON
(Cruise Operating Line)
Aerodynami c 63 per cent of
Conv. Percent Des i gn Poi nt Maximum Crui se Maximum Flow
Row Series Span CDA Conv. CDA Conv. CDA Conv.
Sl DCA 20 0.0189 0.0200 * Sep. 0.0190 **Sl 40 0.0188 0.0194 * Sep. 0.0201 **Sl 60 0.0183 0.0189 * 0.0182 0.0194 Sep.Sl 80 0.0176 Sep. * 0.0182 0.0189 Sep.R2 65/CA 20 0.0153 Sep. 0.0151 5ep. 0.0160 Sep.
R2 40 0.0141 0.0146 0.0130 0.0150 0.0148 0.0149
R2 60 0.0135 0.0137 * 0.0125 0.0143 0.0139R2 80 0.0136 0.0139 * 5ep. 0.0140 0.0130S2 65/CA 20 0.0185 0.0192 0.0177 0.0191 0.0190 0.0199
52 40 0.0147 0.0184 0.0156 0.0185 0.0182 0.0191
S2 60 0.0168 0.0174 0.0154 0.0182 0.0175 0.0184
52 80 0.0161 0.0169 0.0142 Sep. 0.0166 Sep.
R3 65/CA 20 0.0157 Sep. 0.0134 Sep. 0.0160 Sep.
R3 40 0.0145 0.0149 0.0137 Sep. 0.0147 Sep.
R3 60 0.0138 0.0143 0.0134 Sep. 0.0139 Sep.
R3 80 0.0135 5ep. 0.0140 Sep. 0.0135 Sep.
S3 0400 20 0.0180 0.0189 0.0178 0.0187 0.0181 0.0184
S3 40 0.0169 0.0181 0.0163 0.0180 0.0170 0.0182
53 60 0.0167 0.0173 0.0160 0.0175 0.0161 0.0172
S3 80 0.0162 0.0170 0.0167 0.0175 0.0162 0.0170
R4 65/CA 20 0.0157 Sep. 0.0158 Sep. 0.0160 Sep.
R4 40 0.0147 Sep. 0.0131 Sep. 0.0148 Sep.
R4 60 0.0140 5ep. * 5ep. 0.0142 Sep.R4 80 0.0136 Sep. 0.0123 Sep. 0.0137 0.0149
54 0400 20 0.0183 0.0184 0.0178 0.0173 0.0179 0.0182
S4 40 0.0172 0.0181 0.0174 0.0182 0.0175 0.0180
54 60 0.0166 0.0171 0.0170 0.0180 0.0170 0.0176
54 80 0.0162 0.0169 0.0167 0.0174 0.0165 0.0168
R5 0400 20 0.0148 0.0149 0.0149 5ep. 0.0148 5ep.
R5 40 0.0120 0.0141 * 0.0144 * 0.0141R5 60 0.0117 0.0137 * 0.0139 * 0.0137R5 80 0.0116 0.0134 0.0118 * 0.0118 0.0138S5 0400 20 0.0162 0.0188 0.0169 0.0190 0.0177 0.0184
55 40 0.0159 0.0176 0.0148 0.0183 0.0155 0.0181
55 60 0.0156 0.0174 0.0155 0.0181 0.0149 0.0172
S5 80 0.0149 0.0173 0.0155 Sep. 0.0148 Sep.
CA = Circul ar Arc
CDA = Controlled Diffusion Airfoil.
DCA = Double Circular Arc
5ep. = Suction surface separated - see Table 3.2-IV
* Pressure surface laminar, turbulent transition failed.
** Blade-to-blade calculation failed.
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Table 3.2-IV compares the amount of suction surface separation on the cruise
operating line. None of the controlled diffusion airfoils are separated but
several of the conventional series airfoils sections are separated. The
increased low loss range of the controlled diffusion airfoils is even more
evident on the high operating line (Table 3.2-V) where almost all of the
conventional ser i es ai rf0 i1 sections are separated and most of the controlled
diffusion airfoil sections are not separated. In Table 3.2-V, the
blade-to-blade calculations for the high operating line at 63 percent of
maximum cruise power, where the front end is more critical, were only run
through stator 3. The more critical condition for the back end is the high
operati ng line at the aerodynamic design point soeed. A low-pressure
compressor airfoil final geometry summary is contained in Table 3.2-VI.
TABLE 3.2-IV
PERCENT SUCTION SURFACE SEPARATION
(Cruise Operating Line)
Aerodynamic 63% of Maximum
Airf oil Percent Desi gn Point Cruise Max i mlll1 Flow
Row Span CDA Cony. CDA Cony. CDA Cony.
Sl 20 a a a 18 0 **
51 40 a a a 1 a **51 60 a a a a a 3
Sl 80 0 2 0 0 0 6
R2 20 0 10 a 16 a 12
R2 40 0 0 0 0 0 a
R2 60 0 0 0 0 0 0
R2 80 a a 0 8 a 0
52 20 0 0 0 0 0 0
52 40 0 0 0 a 0 0
52 60 0 0 a 0 0 0
52 80 0 0 0 2 0 1
R3 20 a 6 a 10 0 7
R3 40 0 a a 3 0 3
R3 60 0 0 0 2 0 2
R3 80 0 1 0 9 0 3
53 20 0 0 0 0 0 0
53 40 0 0 0 0 0 0
53 60 0 0 0 0 0 0
53 80 a 0 a 0 0 0
R4 20 0 15 0 12 0 15
R4 40 a 5 0 4 0 5
R4 60 0 1 0 2 0 3
R4 80 0 1 0 11 0 0
54 20 a 0 a 0 0 0
S4 40 0 0 0 0 0 0
S4 60 0 0 0 0 0 0
S4 80 0 0 0 0 0 0
R5 20 0 0 0 7 0 3
R5 40 a 0 0 0 a 0
R5 60 0 a 0 a 0 0
R5 80 0 0 0 6 0 a
S5 20 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 40 0 0 0 0 0 0
S5 60 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 80 0 a 0 2 0 2
CDA = Controlled Diffusion Airfoil.
** Blade-to-blade calculation failed.
3.2.3.2 Stator 1
The Energy Efficient Engine flight design requirements specify that stator 1
have anti-icing capability. To satisfy this requirement and to facilitate
fabrication, the chord and thickness are sufficiently large to pass the
anti-icing air and the locus of leading edge points is a straight line. In
addition, because the first test of the low-pressure compressor will be in the
Integrated Core/Low Spool, stator 1 has been made adjustable to facilitate
adjusting the low-pressure compressor flow, if required.
TABLE 3.2-V
PERCENT SUCTION SURFACE SEPARATION
100% 5peed 63% of Maximum cruise
15% High Operating Line 10% High Operating Line
Airfoil Percent
Row Span CDA Conv. CDA Conv.
SI 20 0 29 0 100*
SI 40 0 10 0 97*
51 60 0 8 0 96*
SI 80 0 12 0 99*
R2 20 6 22 26 30
R2 40 0 20 0 98*
R2 60 0 23 0 **
R2 80 0 97* 0 **
52 20 0 17 0 28
S2 40 0 5 0 18
52 60 0 4 0 16
52 80 0 12 0 20
R3 20 0 26 30 33
R3 40 0 25 0 25
R3 60 0 26 0 24
R3 80 11 31 15 27
53 20 0 32 28 33
53 40 0 0 0 17
S3 60 0 18 0 20
S3 80 0 26 0 26
R4 20 28 28
R4 40 0 22
R4 60 0 18
R4 80 0 18
54 20 24 39
54 40 17 26
S4 60 18 27
54 80 22 31
R5 20 31 28
R5 40 0 0
R5 60 0 0
R5 80 0 10
55 20 22 28
55 40 12 19
S5 60 0 20
55 80 0 24
CDA = Controlled Difusion Airfoil.
* Laminar separation, laminar-turbulent transition failed due to excessive
leading edge spike.
** Blade-to-blade calculation failed.
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TABLE 3.2-VI
FINAL AIRFOIL GEOMETRY SUMMARY
Rotor
2 3 4- 5
--
Airfoil Series CDA CDA CDA CDA
Number of Airfoils 82 88 90 74
Mater; a1 AMS 4928 AMS 4928 AMS 4928 AMS 4928
Root Radius, cm 49.58 49.50 46.91 42.16
(i n) (19.52) (19.49) (18.47) (16.60)
Mean Radius, cm 54.51 53.84 51.16 46.79
(i n) ( 21. 46) (21. 20) (20.14) (18.42)
Ti p Radi us, em 59.08 58.24 55.42 51.10
(i n) (23.26) (22.93) (21.82) (20.12)
Length, cm 9.49 8.79 8.71 9.27
(i n) (3. 74) (3.46) (3.43) (3.65)
Hub / tip Rat i 0 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.83
Root Chord, cm 4.17 3.84 3.63 4.14
( in) (1. 64) (1. 51) (1. 43) (1. 63)
Mean Chord, cm 4.19 3.84 3.61 4.11
(i n) (1. 65) (1. 51) (1.42) (1. 62)
Tip Chord, cm 4.50 3.84 3.61 4.06
( in) (1. 77) (1. 51) (1.42) (1. 60)
Aspect Rati 0 2.28 2.29 2.40 2.24
Root Thickness/Chord 0.085 0.083 0.085 0.064
Mean thickness/Chord 0.057 0.064 0.065 0.045
Tip Thickness/Chord 0.030 0.045 0.045 0.036
Root Camber, degrees 43.4 35.6 43.9 43.2
Mean Camber, degrees 18.4 20.3 22.2 18.0
Tip Camber, degrees 27.9 25.8 28.7 26.2
Root Chord, degrees 20.0 22.5 25.1 31.6
Mean Chord, degrees 31.3 34.4 35.7 39.1
Tip Chord, degrees 42.6 45.4 47.4 47.9
Root Solidity 1.096 1.086 1.108 1.184
Mean Solidity 1.002 0.999 1.011 1.034
Tip Solidity 0.993 0.923 0.930 0.938
CDA = Controlled Diffusion Airfoils
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TABLE 3. 2-V I (Continued)
Stator
1 2 3 4 5
Airfoil Series COA COA COA COA
Number of Airfoil s 76 102 110 108 90
Materi al (Steel) AMS 4135 AMS 4135 AMS 4135 AMS 4135
Root Radi us, em 48.52 49.75 48.65 45.00 39.32
(i n) (19.10) (19.59) {19.15) (17.72) (15.48)
Mean Radius, em 53.80 54.33 52.73 49.15 43.99
(i n) ( 21.18) ( 21.39) (20.76) (19.35) (17.32)
Tip Radi us, em 58.84 58.95 57.09 53.51 48.39
(i n) (23.17) ( 23.21) (22.48) (21. 07) (19.05)
Length, em 10.13 9.14 8.64 8.76 9.78
(i n) ( 3. 99) (3.60) ( 3.40) ( 3.45) (3.85)
Hub / tip Rat i 0 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.81
Root Chord, em 6.70 4.18 3.78 3.62 3.91
(in) (2.64) (1. 65) (1. 49) (1. 43) (1. 54)
Mean Chord, em 6.68 4.19 3.76 3.63 3.94
(i n) (2.63) (1. 65) (1.48) (1. 43) (1. 55)
Tip Chord, em 6.68 4.19 3.78 3.63 3.94
(in) (2.63) (1. 65) (1. 49) (1. 43) (1. 55)
Aspect Ratio 1. 54 2.20 2.29 2.44 2.50
Root Thickness/Chord 0.050 0.070 0.070 0.069 0.068
Mean Thickness/Chord 0.061 0.070 0.070 0.069 0.068
Ti P Thi ekness/Chord 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.069 0.069
Root Camber, degrees 39.4 40.8 34.5 47.4 58.6
Mean Camber, degrees 22.7 22.9 27.0 36.3 42.9
Tip Camber, degrees 22.4 36.2 39.5 50.3 56.3
Root Chord, degrees 35.4 34.8 28.4 26.3 17.5
Mean Chord, degrees 30.5 27.5 25.6 23.1 12.1
Tip Chord, degrees 30.2 32.7 31.2 29.2 15.9
(from axi al)
Root Solidity 1.659 1.363 1.360 1.386 1.426
Mean Soli dity 1.493 1.248 1.252 1.266 1.278
Tip Solidity 1.371 1.156 1.160 1.171 1.168
CDA =Controlled Diffusion Airfoil.
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3.2.3.3 Rotor Tilts
Canting the rotor blades (negative axial tilt) to match the sloping flowpath
caused a substanti al centrifugal bending moment. To reduce rotor root bending
stresses, the rotor blades were tilted towards the suction surface by the
following amounts:
Rotor Tangential Tilt. cm (in)
1
2
3
4
3.2.4 Performance Predictions
0.254
0.762
1.143
1.270
(0.10)
(0.30)
(0.45)
(0.50)
3.2.4.1 Efficiency
The Energy Efficient Engine low-pressure compressor, a moderately conservative
design with aerodynamics well within experience attained in high bypass
turbofan engines, has a predicted efficiency of 90.0 percent in the fully
developed flight propulsion system measured from the stator 1 exit to the
stator 5 exit. If stator 1 is included with the low-pressure compressor. the
fully developed flight propulsion system predicted efficiency is 85.9
percent. Table 3.2-VII shows a performance prediction based on test data from
a Pratt &Whitney Aircraft commercial engine low-pressure compressor.
including stator 1. The first Integrated Core/Low Spool test is debited 2.5
percent which consists of 2 percent for radial and streamwise mismatches.
clearances, etc., and 0.5 percent for adjusting the flow to obtain the desired
engi ne bypass rati 0 with the adjustabl e stator 1.
3.2.4.2 Surge Margin
In the preliminary design phase, the 'target surge margin at the aerodynamic
design point was set at 20 percent. During the detailed design. it was
realized that the critical surge margin requirement would occur at part speed.
therefore. loadings were balanced on a 10 percent high operating line at 63
percent of maximum cruise thrust flight condition (88.7 percent of aerodynamic
design point speed). The resulting calculated surge margin at aerodynamic
design point speed is 18 percent and at the 63 percent of maximum cruise point
is 16 percent.
Figure 3.2-15 shows that the static pressure loading of the low-pressure
compress<r at 18 percent surge margin at design speed and 16 percent surge
margi n at 63 percent of maximum crui se are at the 1imits defi ned by our
experience. This indicates that the surge margin is aggressive, but
attainable. Figure 3.2-16 shows that the average D-factor loading level of
the low-pressure compressor at the above surge points is well below our peak
1oadi ng exper i ence.
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TABLE 3.2-VII
LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE PROJECTIONS
Efficiency, percent
Adiabatic Polytropic
Test 0.8799 0.8959
Predicted Change
Two- dimens i ana I -0.0027
Leading Edge Radius -0.0004
Mach Number -0.0001
Endwa II -0.0003
Cavity -0.0010
Rotor Clearance -0.00015
Stator 1 Loss -0.0204
0.8600 0.8705
Tip Trenching +0.0020
Predicted 0.8620 0.8724
Goa Is:
Flight Propulsion 0.859 0.869
System
First Integrated 0.834 0.846
Core/Low Spoo I
Test
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Figure 3.2-16 Low-Pressure Compressor Surge Correlation with D-Factor
A low-pressure compressor stabi lity audit was conducted in the preliminary
design phase and used to evaluate the final design. A typical stabi lity audit
is shown in Table 3.2-VIII for the takeoff point. The effect of both surge
line and operating line change are accounted for as functions of the stabi lity
threats. The major destabi lizing influences are power transients and engine
deterioration. This audit shows the available surge margin substantially
exceeds the required surge margin for the takeoff point (90.7 percent speed).
TABLE 3.2-VIII
TYPICAL SURE MARGINE AUDIT FOR
LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR AT TAKEOFF
Surge Line Degradation
Fixed Random
Quantity, percent Quantity, percent
Engine Deterioration
Distortion
Engine Production Clearance
Operating Line Degradation
1
2
o
+0.5
-0
+1.0
Engine Power Transients
Control Production Tolerance
Control Deterioration
Engine Deterioration
Engine Production Tolerance
Sum of Fixed
Sum of Random
Required Margin
Available Surge Margin
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4 0
0 +1.1
0 +0.6
2 +1.1
0 +1.0
9
+2.2
11.2
16.3
The low-pressure compressor design includes a bleed between rotor 5 and stator
5 for surge protection. The bleed ports are sized for 15. percent bleed. It
is anticipated the bleeds wi I I be used only for starting and, in the flight
propulsion system, for reverse operation where the expected requirement should
not exceed 10 percent. There wi I I be no need to open the bleeds above 63
percent of cruise power because the loadings were balanced on a high operating
line at this point and ample surge margin is available.
3.3 LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR MECHANICAL DESIGN
3.3.1 Overview
The primary concerns during the Energy Efficient Engine low-pressure
compressor mechanical design were to minimize design and fabrication costs,
while maintaining the aerodynamic flowpath of the Flight Propulsion System
over the range of operating speeds encountered during testing. As a result,
low cost designs were adopted in the rotor, vane and shroud, and case
assemblies as well as in the bleed system.
A steel bolted rotor was selected to replace the Flight Propulsion System
welded titanium configuration. Raw material savings were realized, and the
need for a weld development program was avoided. Design costs were also
reduced through the uti lization of an existing design configuration.
Vane outer shroud and mating case designs were simplified to avoid intricate
machining. Hence, the heavier than optimum designs that resulted did not
require the normal in-depth iterative analysis normally needed in flight
weight hardware.
The bleed system uses many existing design parts. The bleed actuator, transla-
ting links, and most fasteners are JT9D engine parts. The use of these parts
saved substantial design effort and wi I I result in considerable hardware
savings.
A fan/low-pressure compressor temperature and pressure summary was developed
early in the design phase for use in the detailed design and analyses of the
individual pieces of hardware. These analyses were conducted using the
aerodynamic definition presented in this report in conjunction with a
preliminary mechanical definition of the low-pressure compressor. Stabilized
data were generated at s~a level takeoff on a 28.90C (84 0F) day, the
aerodynamic design point (ADP), and sea level idle on a 28.90C (84 0F)
day. The results of these analyses are shown on a crosssection of the
fan/low-pressure compressor components in Figure 3.3-1.
3.3.2 Rotor Design
3.3.2.1 General Description
The Integrated Core/Low Spool low-pressure compressor rotor consists of four
low alloy steel (AMS 6414) disks bolted together at two flange locations. The
compressor stages are identified in Figure 3.3-2 by the designations of R2 for
the first stage rotor, R3 for the second stage rotor, R4 for the third stage
rotor, and RS for the fourth stage. The Rl designation is used to identify
the fan stage.
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Figure 3.3-2 Low Cost Integrated Core/Low Spool Low-Pressure Compressor
Component - Aerodynamics Remain the Same as for the Flight
Propulsion System
Rotor 4 features integral hub and disk geometry. A bolt circle is provided in
the disk portion which allows the coupling of rotors 3 and 5 to rotor 4. The
forward section of the hub is flanged and attaches to the fan and low-pressure
rotor system with the fan tie rods. To complete the rotor assembly, rotor 2
is bolted to rotor 3 at a flange located between the two stages.
The configuration of the Integrated Core/Low Spool low-pressure compressor
rotor is very simi I ar to a JT9D engi ne rotor with differences on Iy in two
areas. The size of the Energy Efficient Engine low-pressure compressor is
slightly smaller than the JT9D low-pressure compressor. In addition, the
Energy Efficient Engine uti lizes integral knife edge seals for economic
reasons in the experimental hardware, whereas the JT9D engine seals are
separate parts.
3.3.2.2 Low Cost Factors
The main thrust of the bolted rotor design was to reduce program costs and
risks without impacting the validity of component performance. This objective
was accomplished in several ways.
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A. Material substitution - changing the material specification from titanium
(AMS 4928) to steel reduced program costs significantly. Moreover, it
reduced the raw material delivery risks inherent in the current titanium
market and thus ensured the availabi lity of material consistent with the
required fabrication schedules.
B. Bolted rotor design - The use of the bolted design eliminated the need for
a weld development program that would be required to determine the weld
parameters needed to join the large diameter titanium disks. Uti lization
of a known and tested design also reduced the risk associated with the
fabrication and testing of new hardware.
C. Uti lization of existing parts - The rotor bolts, nuts and washers used at
the two flange locations are existing parts. As a result, design and
procurement costs were significantly reduced.
D. Incorporation of integral seal design - The use of integral knife edqe
seals reduced the number of rotor parts, simplified the design, and saved
raw material costs whi Ie preserving the use of smal I seal cavities on the
inner flowpath.
3.3.2.3 Material Selection
The material originally selected for use in the rotor was titanium. This
material has been retained for the Flight Propulsion System. However, the
escalating cost of titanium and its long delivery time prompted a survey of
alternative materials that could be substituted for the Integrated Core/Low
Spool test program. The result of this survey was the selection of AMS 6414
wrought alloy steel, which is a low alloy steel with excel lent low temperature
properties. This material is readi Iy available, comparatively less expensive
and has a successful history of applications in the JT8D engine low-pressure
compressor.
3.3.2.4 Critical Speed
The low-pressure rotor is supported by three bearings. The two front bearings,
supported at the compressor intermediate case provide moment restraint for the
overhung fan/low-pressure compressor assembly to minimize maneuver deflec-
tions. The low-pressure turbine is cantilevered off the rear bearing, which is
held by the turbine intermediate case structure and is axially positioned to
minimize maneuver deflections at the more efficiency sensitive front stages.
The entire engine rotor and case structure was modeled to al low for vibratory
interaction between components. Separate models were analyzed for the Flight
Propulsion System and the Integrated Core/Low Spool configurations with the
appropriate materials and weight differences. As a result of the analyses
performed, no high energy modes are anticipated in the running range.
Figure 3.3-3 graphically summarizes the three rotor modes of concern for both
the Integrated Core/Low Spool and Flight Propulsion System. The fan anQ
low-pressure turbine modes have low strain energy (less than 16 percent) and
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occur below minimum cruise speed. The high strain energy (greater than 70
percent) low shaft mode is predicted to occur above maximum rotor speed with
acceptable margin (greater than 70 percent). The critical speeds, mode
shapes, and associated strain energies for the Integrated Core/Low Spool are
presented in Figure 3.3-4.
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Figure 3.3-3 Low-Pressure Rotor Critical Speeds
The effect of the increased Integrated Core/Low Spool low-pressure compressor
rotor weight resulting from the use of steel in place of titanium can be seen
by comparing Figures 3.3-3 and 3.3-4. This shows that the increased weight
wi I I drop the Integrated Core/Low Spool fan mode down to 3130 rpm versus 3550
rpm for the Flight Propu,lsion System, but it remains acceptable.
As the low-pressure turbine design evolved and component weights and spring
rates were defined, it became apparent that the low-pressure turbine mode was
a problem due to its high (.20 percent) strain energy. In addition, forced
response analysis indicated that the mode was very sensitive to rotor im-
balance. A viscous oil-fi 1m damper was therefore incorporated into the number
five bearing design to control the low-pressure turbine mode response. The
damper design is a conventional piston ring type with .007 in radial clearance
which was analytically shown to desensitize the mode and generate enough
hydrodynamic force to insure lift off.
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Figure 3.3-4 Low-Pressure Rotor Critical Speeds and Mode Shapes for
Integrated Core/Low Spool Test
Figure 3.3-5 shows the rotor frame critical speed model. Figure 3.3-6 shows
the rotor frame spring rates used in the model, and Figure 3.3-7 shows the
effect of the number 5 bearing damper on rotor deflection.
3.3.2.5 Stress Analyses
Rotor stress analyses were accomplished by uti lizing a computerized shel I
analysis program. The complete analysis included calculations at (1.) sea
level takeoff on a 28.90C (84 0F) day, (2.) aerodynamic design point, (3.)
single blade loss in rotor 2 at takeoff, and (4.) single blade loss in rotor 5
at takeoff.
The objectives of these analyses were to identify stress levels as wei I as
deflection patterns, axial and radial growths of disk rims, snap diameter
compatabilities, effects of blade loss on rotor stresses, and low cycle
fatigue lives of the disks. Input data for t~e analyses included the
definition of rotor rim loads due to centrifugal effects. A breakdown of
these rim loads is presented in Table 3.3-1. In addition, temperature and
pressure affects based on prior analyses results, shown in Figure 3.3-1, were
input into the analyses.
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Figure 3.3-5 Low-Pressure Rotor Critical Speed Model
A summary of the stresses and lives calculated for the rotor disks is shown in
Table 3.3-11. Shown in Figure 3.3-8 are some representative bending stresses,
including the maximum level found in the rotor which is 1.Q8xl08 Pascals
(28,750 psi). All stresses and lives meet Integrated Core/Low Spool test
requirements.
The blade loss analysis indicated little increase in rotor stress level. A
maximum bending stress of 2.76xl08 Pascals (40,000 psi) was identified when
blade loss was applied at either rotor 2 or rotor 5. Analysis of the blade
loss ef~ects on the rotor tie bolts showed a maximum stress level of
1.38xlO Pascals (2000 psi) induced in the bolts.
Table 3.3-111 summarizes the stress levels found in the disk lug attachments
due to blade pull. The stresses are low and are consistent with the
conservative nature of the rotor design.
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SPAN IDENTIFICATION ROTOR FRAME SPRINGRATES
Spring Value
Span Description Nunner (lbs/in) Description
1 Fan/LPC Rotor K01* 9.35Xlg6 #l Beari ng
2 LPC Case K02* l.OXlO #2 Beari ng
3 Fan Case K03* 2.37X1~5 #3 Beari nq & Support (Equivalent)
4 Stub shaft K04* 1.0XlO #4 Bearing
5 1-2 Low Shaft K05* .40Xl06 #5 Beari ng
(IC/LS~
6 #1 Bearing Support .60XIO #5 Bearing
Cone (FPS)6
7 Low Shaft Forward K06 5.0XIO Fan Intermediate Case-Linear
8 Low Shaft Aft T06 l.OXlOg Fan Intermediate Case-Trunnion
9 #2 Bearing Support K07 3.9X107 Fan I/C Struts Linear
10 #3 Bearing Support T07 4.8X1Q8 Fan IIC Struts Trunnion
11 High Rotor K08 2.2XI07 Fan Exhaust Case-Linear
12 High Rotor TaB 4.5XlO8 Fan Exhaust Case-Trunnion
13 High Rotor K09 1.68X106 Turbine Intermediate Case
14 High Compressor Case KIa 5.0XlO5 Fan Duct/Turbine Case Connector
15 High Compressor Case Kll l.OXl09 Fan Duct Bifurcation Beam
1.6 Diffusion/HPT Case K1.2* 1.33X10o #5 Bearing Viscous Damper
17 Dummy K14* 5.16X1~5 #4 Bearing Viscous Damper
18 Dummy K16 2.0X10· #4 Bearing Centering Soring
19 Low Turb &Exhaust K17 5.8XlO5 Turbine Intermediate Case
Case
l.OXlOS20 Low Pressure Turbine K21 Front Mount
Rotor
l.OXl0521 Inner Fan Duct K22 Rear Mount
22 Plug Mixer
23 Outer Fan Duct
24 Tail Pipe
* Springrates are a function of the type of load.
Figure 3.3-6 Low-Pressure Compressor Rotor Frame Spring Rates
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TABLE 3.3-1
SUMMARY OF ROTOR RIM LOADS
(Toti1 Newtons (Pounds) Pull Per Stige)
Rotor
Lociti on 2 __3_ 4 __5_
B1 ides 217,529 185,846 172,138 137,488
(48,905) (41,782) (38,700) (30,910)
Attachment
Plitform ind
Blide Retention 163,402 194,929 228,583 286,362
(36,736) ( 43,824) (51,390) (64,380)
Phtform Sei1 5471 5871 6005 4937
(1230) ( 1320) ( 1350) (1110)
Disk Dead Rim 339,049 308,286 275,678 239,169
( 76,225) (69,309) ( 61,978) (53,770)
Toti1 Rim Pull 725,451 694,933 682,403 667,956
(163,096) (156,235) ( 153,418) ( 150,170)
Notes:
o Pulls ire ci1cu1ated at 3902 rpm.
o Integrated Core/Low Spool Red1ine Speed is 3902 rpm.
o Pu 11 = MRW 2 = W x R x (39~6 21T ) 2
386.4
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TABLE 3.3-II
SUMMARY OF DISK STRESSES AND LIVES
Ridi il Stress,
Pascal s (psi) Low Cycle Fatigue (Cycles)
Average
Tingenti al Burst Bolt Bolt
Rotor Stress Mirgi n Bore Circ' e Rim II ore Circ' e Rim
2 3.44x108 1.63 4.01 9.4S Greater 10,000(49,856) x10 x10 thin
(5933) (1365) 100,000
3 3.38x108 1.64 1. 9, 1.07 Greiter 10,000(48,988) x10 x10 than
(2772) ( 1458) 100,000
4 2.67x108 1.83 1.41 4150 1.0, Greater 80,000 Greater(38,675) x10 x10 thin than
( 2097) (1627) 100,000 100,000
5 2.96x108 1.72 8.7~ 1.01 Greater Greiter(42,861) x10 x10 thin thin(1270) (1520) 100,000 100,000
2-3 3.91x108 1. 53 3.77 8000( 56,806) ;ici~
15472~3535
Notes:
0 Stress levels ire bised on tikeoff condition.
0 At bolt circle locitions, the most limiting design stresses are iccounted.
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Figure 3.3-8 Low-Pressure Rotor Bending Stresses
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TABLE 3.3-III
DISK LUG STRESSES
(Pascals (Pounds) per Square Inch)
Stress Rotor
Location 2 3 4 5
Disk Lug 8.21x107 6.Q8x107 6.79x107 7.86x107
Tooth Beari ng (11,905) (10,128) (9847) (11 ,400)
Disk Lug 1. 65x107 1. 79x107 1.84x107 1.76xl07
Tooth Shear (2400) (2594) (2668) (2553)
Disk Lug 2.{6X107 2. taM9~ 2.~5X10~ 2·r~~~~)Tooth Bending 3420) 4135
Disk Lug 1.40x107 1. 59xl07 2.07x107 1.69xl07
Neck Tensile (2033) (2303) (2997) (2448)
Disk Lug 8.45x106 1.05x107 1.20xJ07 1.35xl07
Torsional (1226) (1527) (1744) 0(62)
Combined 5.30x107 5.92x107 6.05x107 4.97xl07
Bending and (7689) (8584) (8770) (7216)
Tensil e
3.3.2.6 Rotor Deflections and Radial Growths
The prime objective during this phase of the design was to maintain minimal
slopes at the disk rims along with minimal radial growths since both factors
influence blade tip clearance. Several iterations, which included varying the
thickness and the location of disk appendages, preceeded the final design.
The design objective was achieved and a summary is provided in Table 3.3-IV
for reference.
TABLE 3.3-IV
RADIAL GROWTH AND RIM SLOPE
Rotor Radi a1 Growth, cm (in) Rim Slope (Radians)
2 0.0980 (0.0386) 0.0002
3 0.1.003 (0.0395) 0.0032
4 0.0800 (0.0315) 0.0004
5 0.0914 (0.0360) 0.0006
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3.3.2.7 Integral Seals
As mentioned above, the low cost approach involved the use of an integral seal
design to minimize the number of forgings required. These seals were designed
to be thicker in cross section than those normally found .on separate seals to
minimize the chance of handling damage. The seal is tapered radially which
increases durability and decreases the growth rate of any cracking that might
occur. Fracture mechanics analysis indicates that the tapered design has
greater life to rupture than the constant thickness design.
The airseals were reviewed for vibration characteristics and were found to
have frequency margins (fm) in excess of 200 percent. Figure 3.3-9 summarizes
the frequency status of these seals.
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Figure 3.3-9 Low-Pressure Compressor Airseal Resonance Summary
3.3.2.8 Oil Drain Holes
The chance for oil leakage from the number 1 bearing area has been recognized
as a potential problem during the Integrated Core/Low Spool test program. To
avoid the possibility of oil retention in the rotor, six 0.157cm (0.062 inch)
diameter oil drain holes have been placed in the cylindrical front disk sup-
port of rotor 5 (see Figure 3.1-1). These holes will prevent oil from being
retained in this cavity and thus eliminate the possibility of rotor imbal-
ance. The drain holes allow the oil to drain into the f10wpath and eliminate
the necessity of disassembling the rotor to eliminate any collection of oil.
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These drain holes would not be used in the Flight Propulsion System since oil
in the flowpath would contaminate the cabin air supply. They are only being
used as a means to avoid a test problem in the Integrated Core/Low Spool.
The low cycle fatigue life of the rotor with drain holes was calculated to be
greater than 10,000 cycles.
3.3.3 Blade Designs
3.3.3.1 General Description
The mechanical design of the four stages of low-pressure compressor blades is
similar to the blades used in the JT90 engine. All four blades are fabricated
from titanium (AMS 4928).
To minimize design and fabrication costs,' existing design blade root profiles
were utilized. This allows the use of available broach toolinq for the rotor
blade attachment slots and eliminates the requirement to design new tooling.
Available blade locks were also incorporated.
A summary of general blade information is presented i n Tab 1e 3. 3-V•
TABLE 3.3-V
GENERAL BLADE INFORMATION
Rotor
eharacteri sti c 2 3 4 5
Blade Materi a1 AMS 4928 AMS 4928 AMS 4928 AMS 4928
Number of Blades 82 88 90 74
Airfoil Series* eDA eOA CDA COA
Aspect Ratio 2.28 2.29 2.40 2.24
Thi ck ness/e hord at
Midspan 0.057 0.064 0.065 0.045
Average ehard, 4.17 3.86 3.63 4.14
cm (in) (1.64 ) (1. 52) (1.43) (1. 63)
Foil Length at
Stacking Line, 9.50 8.79 8.76 9.32
cm (i n) (3.74) (3.46) (3.43) (3.65)
Z Plane Radius, 48.78 48.54 45.64 40.31
eo1d, cm (i n) (19.201 ) (19.112) (17.970) (15.870)
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TABLE 3.3-V (Continued)
Rotor
Characteri sti c
Cant Angle
Broach Angle, degrees
Tangential Tilt at Tip,
cm (i n)
Disk Rim Width,
cm (in)
Flight Propulsion
System Redline Speed,
rpm
2
o
18
0.100
2.54
(1. 00)
4267
3 4 5
5.7 13.57 17.0
19 19 24
0.300 0.450 0.750
2.29 2.29 2.82
(0.90) (0.90) (1.11)
Max Blade Temperature,0c (OF)
Aerodynamic Design
Point Bl ade
Temperature,0c (oF)
Airfoil Stress at
SLTO, KSI,
PIA
Bending
93.3
(200)
16.7
(62)
3.8
.8
98.9
(210)
36.1
(97)
3.9
4.6
104.4
(220))
52.2
(126 )
3.4
12.9
121.1
(2!)O)
67.8
(154)
3. 1
15.2
*Controlled Diffusion Airfoils
3.3.3.2 Airfoil Balancing
The blade and flowpath aerodynamic designs described in Section 3.2 were used
as a basis for the mechanical design. During the mechanical design phase, the
airfoils were balanced to minimize the airfoil bending stress at the root for
the low cycl e fatigue 1imiting condition of sea level takeoff. Tangenti al
tilt was used to minimize this stress. The maximum stress on the airfoils
after this balancing ocgurred on the trailing edge of the fifth stage blade.
This stress was 1.24x10 Pascals (18,000 psi) (pressure/area plus bending).
Along with airfoil balancing accomplished by tangential tilt, the blades were
balanced about the attachment. This not only accounts for the centrifugal
load of the blade and gas loads, but also for platform, dovetail, and blade
lock pulls yielding zero moment at the intersection of the Z-plane and disk
center line.
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3.3.3.3 Broach Design
Available broach tooling was reviewed for suitability in the Energy Efficient
Engine. A common broach for rotors 2 and 5 was selected, and one for rotors 3
and 4 was identified. Analyses of the selected dovetail and disk lug designs
with final calculated loads (Table 3.3-VI) and geometry verified that the
attachment stresses, shown in Table 3.3-VII are all acceptable. Broach angles
were set to further balance the airfoil to root per established criteria.
TABLE 3.3-VI
BLADE PULLS
(Newtons (Pounds) Pull Per Blade at 3902 rpm)
Rotor
_2_ 3 4 _5_
Dovetail, Neck, Platform, 1992.7 2215.1 2539.8 3869.8
Lock and Retainer (448) (498) ( 571) (870)
Rubber Seal 66.7 66.7 66.7 66.7
(approx imite) ( 15) (15) (15) (15)
Airfoil 2652.8 2111. 9 1912.6 1857.9
( 596.4) ( 474.8) ( 430.0) (417.7)
Total 4712.2 4393.7 4519.1 5794.4
(1059.4) (987.8) ( 1016) (1302.7)
TABLE 3.3-VII
ATTACHMENT STRESSES
(Piscals x 107 (psi))
Rotor
Stress _2_ 3 _ 4_ _5_
Bl ide Neck Tens il e 2.41 2.48 2.55 2.34
(3500) (3600) (3700) (3400)
Lug Neck Tens il e 1.38 1. 59 2.07 1. 65
(2000) (2300) (2300) (2400)
Bl ade Bending 4.27 2.62 2.69 4.14
(6200) (3800) (3900) (6000)
Lug Bending 2.34 2.76 2.83 2.55
(3400) (4000) (4100) (3700
Bl ade Combi ned 6.76 5.10 5.24 6.41
(9800) (7400) (7600) (9300)
Lug Combi ned 5.24 5.93 6.07 4.96
(7600) (8600) (8800) (7200)
B1ade-L ug Beir; n9 8.21 6.76 6.96 7.86
(11,900) (9800) (10,100) (11,400)
Bl ade Shear 2.55 1.86 1.93 2.41
(3700) (2700) (2800) (3500)
Lug Shear 1. 59 1. 79 1.86 1. 79
(2300) (2600) (2700) (2600)
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3.3.3.4 Blade Locks
The utilization of existing dovetail designs made it possible to use existing
blade lock designs as well. These locks are a two piece design consisting of
a retainer and a lock as shown in Figure 3.3-10. 81ade 1Dck slot geometry and
side play of the lock was made similar to that in the JT9D engine. Lock
retainers for the blades are also the same as in the JT9D engine except that
the length of each was modified for the Energy Efficient Engine.
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Figure 3.3-10 Low-Pressure Compressor Blade Lock Design (Typical of all Stages'
3.3.3.5 Blade Root Sealing
Blade root sealing was incorporated to mlnlmlze leakage through the attachment
based on two schemes that are currently in use in other engine models. To
minimize leakage between platforms, a rubber strip is bonded on the unrlerside
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of the platform and seals the gap between adjacent blades. To seal between
the disk lugs and platforms and to seal around the dovetails, silicone rubber
is used. This rubber is applied as the blades are being installed.
3.3.3.6 Hot to Cold Conversion
Airfoil section data, as well as Z-plane and platform dimensions, were
converted from their hot design point positions to cold manufacturing
positions. These conversions take into account blade and disk centrifugal and
thermal growths. In addition to radial changes, the flowpath angles of the
blade platforms were tilted slightly to ensure a smooth or 'dam' free flowpath
when hardware tolerances are considered.
Axial and tangential deflections were not included due to their small
magnitude. Untwist and uncamber effects were analyzed using a NASTRAN
computer analysis. The canted blade position and elliptical leading edges on
the controlled diffusion airfoils made other forms of analysis difficult. The
airfoil designs were modified as a result of the untwist portion of the
analysis. Figures 3.3-11 through 3.3-14 show the magnitude of the untwist for
each blade. Uncamber was found to be minimal and was not accounted for.
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Figure 3.3-11 Rotor 2 Untwist vs.
Radius
3.3.3.7 Blade Structural Analysis
Figure 3.3-12 Rotor 3 Untwist vs.
Radius
The four stages of blades were analyzed for flutter and resonance margins
using beam vibration analysis and tip mode frequency analysis. Critical
engine order resonances were avoided. These include the low orders (2E, 3E,
and 4E) and vane passing order in each stage, and the 10th (IOE) and 20th
* Untwist is the measurement, in degrees, of airfoil rotation due to centri-
fugal and gas load effects in the direction to remove the as designed root
to tip airfoil section twist.
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(20E) in the fifth stage for the intermediate case strut order. Any critical
resonance must have adequate margin at both redline and minimum cruise speeds
and be out of the idle regime.
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Figure 3.3-13 Rotor 4 Untwist vs.
Radius
Figure 3.3-14 Rotor 5 Untwist vs.
Radius
Figures 3.3-15 through 3.3-18 show the final resonance diagrams for the four
rotors. Numerous iterations of the airfoil designs with the aerodynamic
design group were required before all requirements were met. The final
designs now meet all requirements.
Flutter was checked after the final designs were set and no flutter is
predicted. Figures 3.3-19 and 3.3-20 show this status.
3.3.4 Stator Case Design
3.3.4.1 General Description
The static case structure of the low-pressure compressor consists of six
separate full ring (360 degrees), aluminum cases consistinq of:
1. Splitter (Inlet Guide Vane Case)
2. Second Stage Vane Case
3. Third Stage Vane Case
4. Fourth Stage Vane Case
5. Fifth Stage Vane Case
6. Bleed Case
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Figure 3.3-20 Low-Pressure Compressor Blade Bending Flutter
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Figure 3.3-21 shows the location of these cases. The vane cases retain and
form the outer shrouds of the vanes.
FIFTH STAGE
VANE CASE
FOURTH STAGE
VANE CASE
BLEED
CASE
THIRD STAGE
VANE CASE
SECOND STAGE
VANE CASE
SPUTIER
(INLET GUIDE VANE CASE)
Figure 3.3-21 Low-Pressure Compressor Stator Case Locations
3.3.4.2 Case Design and Analysis
Aluminum was chosen as the material for all six cases because of its inherent
cost, weight, and machineability advantages. Specifically, AMS 4312 was
selected. This is an AMS 6061 alloy which is cold worked to improve corrosion
resistance and machining properties. Silicon rubber (PWA 407) was specified as
the blade tip abradable for its proven abradability characteristics in
low-pressure compressors.
To minimize design and fabrication costs, the thicknesses of these cases were
not optimized for flight weight. This approach not only reduces design time,
but it minimizes the number of machining steps necessary during fabrication.
It results, however, in a heavier, 'over designed' confiquration.
After the initial case configurations were established, a computer aided shell
analysis was performed from which the stress conditions were detjrmined. The
maximum bending stress found in anyone of the cases was 6.89xlO Pascals
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(10,000 psi). Maximum hoop stress was 1.65x108 Pascals (24,000 psi). These
are well within design allowables. Stresses at the vane retention hooks due
to reaction loads were very low and well within allowable limits also.
An analysis of second stage blade loss effects was also performed. Stresses
were found to increase at the bleed case/intermediate case junction, but were
still considered low and well within design allowables for a flight engine.
Containment during blade loss was also analyzed for all four vane cases and
was found to be acceptable.
Vane anti-rotation capability is provided by vane hook pins at each vane hook
location on the second, third and fourth stage cases. These pins are pressed
into the case and engage each vane on the forward hook. The fifth stage vanes
are secured individually by bolts that thread into the base of each part
through holes in the vane case.
Jack screws are provided for disassembly of the tight fitting flanges on the
splitter case/number 2 vane case and the bleed case/intermediate case flanges.
The rear edge of the fourth stage vane case and the forward edge of the fifth
stage vane case form the annulus contour for the bleed air discharge from the
flowpath. It is predi 2ted that a nominal 15 percent bleed flow will beprovided by the 374 cm (58 square inches) of bleed area.
The temperature/pressure analysis results presented previously in Figure 3.3-1
were used in the design and analyses of the compressor cases.
3.3.5 Adjustable Inlet Guide Vane
3.3.5.1 General Description
The ability to adjust the incidence angle of the inlet guide vane (Stator 1)
has been included in the Integrated Core/Low Spool test low-pressure
compressor design. This feature provides the capability to compensate for
incidence angle and surge margin problems that are possible in the first run
of a new compressor design. A plus or minus ten degree range of adjustability
has been provided. The Flight Propulsion System design would use a fixed
stator.
3.3.5.2 Guide Vane Design
The inlet vanes were designed to be individually resetable. A redundant
locking scheme, which consists of a trunnion lock nut and split flange with
interference fit, was adopted to provide secure vane retention. The locking
features are located on the inner vane trunnion. Included in the design of
the vane were the leading edge instrumentation provisions required for the
Integrated Core/Low Spool test. The vane with locking provisions and
instrumentation is shown in Figure 3.3-22.
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SPLIT FLANGE
LOCK SCREW
KNIFE EDGE
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Figure 3.3-22 Adjustable Low-Pressure Compressor Inlet Guide Vane
The adjustable inlet guide vane is equipped with a larger-than-normal airfoil
thickness to provide sufficient cross section for the passage of anti-ice
air. However, this option was not included in the Flight Propulsion System
design, but could be specified if required, without having to modify the
low-pressure compressor aerodynamics.
Vane gas loads were calculated and were used to size the inlet guide vane
inner and outer trunnion. diameters for minimum stress. The vane was analyzed
for resonance using beam vibration analysis to ensure that any fan blade
passing order (36E) would be out of the Integrated Core/Low Spool test opera-
ting range. The resonance diagram in Figure 3.3-23 shows that an adequate 7
percent margin exists on the first coupled mode at redline with 20 percent
margin on first bending at idle. The first torsion and bending mode resonance
occurs between idle and minimum cruise and the first coupled mode has
sufficient mar9}n above redline speed. The maximum stress calculated for this
vane is 1.43xlO Pascals (2070 psi) at the leading edge at sea level
takeoff, well within allowables.
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Figure 3.3-23 Low-Pressure Compressor Inlet Guide Vane Resonance Diagram
Bending and torsional flutter parameters were calculated according to the
flutter design system. Comparison of the results to previous experience shows
that neither type of flutter is expected to occur. (These results are shown in
Figures 3.3-25 and 3.3-26).
AMS 5613 (A-410) steel
Spool test since it is
experimental hardware.
Propulsion System.
alloy was selected for use in the Integrated Core/Low
compatible with the instrumentation requirements of the
AMS 4312 aluminum remains specified for the Flight
3.3.5.3 Inlet Guide Vane Inner Shroud
The inlet guide vane inner shroud provides the inner flowpath contour between
the fan and the low-pressure compressor inlet. It also serves as the means to
lock the adjustable vanes in position.
The shroud is designed as a two piece assembly which is
tight fit to trap the inner vane trunnion in position.
aluminum (AMS 4312). PWA 407 silicon rubber is used as
for the rotor knife edge seal on the rear shroud piece.
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bolted together with a
The shroud material is
the abradab 1e materi a1
The shroud assembly
was designed as an experimental configuration and is, therefore, heavier in
cross section than flight requirements would dictate. Analyses results
indicate that minimum stress and vibration requirements will be met.
3.3.5.4 Vane Instrumentation
Provisions for leading edge pressure and temperature instrumentation have been
designed into 8 of the 76 adjustable vanes. Kie1head probe location and lead
work routing locations were specified. The Kie1head probes are brazed to the
leading edge of the airfoil at the correct incidence angle. The lead work
from each is cemented into channels machined into the concave airfoil to make
a smooth surface. The lead work is fed through the outer vane trunnion where
sufficient flexibility is provided to allow vane adjustment. The lead work is
then let through channels cut in the inner fan f10wpath to the intermediate
case inner cavity. It will then be fed out of the engine throug~ the upper
bifurcation.
3.3.6 Stator Assemblies
3.3.6.1 General Description
The second, third, fourth and fifth stage stator assemblies were designed
using the airfoil descriptions presented in Section 3.2 with 10w-cost-of-
fabrication features incorporated at the inner and outer shrouds. The stator
assemblies use individual footed vanes that are bonded in rubber to the inner
shroud ring. The second, third and fourth stage assemblies are split into 180
degree segments to facilitate assembly. The fifth stage is a full 360 degree
stator. A summary of stator vane geometry is presented in Table 3.3-VIII.
Typical stator construction is shown in Figure 3.3-24.
3.3.6.2 Stator Design
The individual vanes for each stage are machined from AMS 4312 aluminum. The
airfoil surfaces are machined to the contours described in Section 1.2. Each
vane has inner and outer platforms with conical f10wpath surfaces. The outer
vane p1 atform on each vane has two vane "feet" that engage the hooks on the
mating cases that were described earlier. The forward foot on each vane has
an anti-rotation slot that engages the anti-rotation pin in the case vane
hook. The vane platforms were designed to be significantly heavier than
required for a flight configuration to reduce analysis requirements and to
minimize the number of machining steps during fabrications.
Stress analysis was performed on each vane. The maximum bending stress occurs
on the trailing edge of the second stage and on the leading edge of all other
stages. Vane axial deflections due to gas loading were also determined. 80th
the stress levels and deflections are well within allowable limits. The
values resulting from these analyses are shown in Table 3.3-IX.
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Figure 3.3-24 Typical Low-Pressure Compressor Stator Construction
TABLE 3.3-VIII
LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR STATOR GEOMETRY
Stator
(Inlet Guide
Vane) 1 2 3 4 5
Root Radiu~, em (in) 48.52 49.75 48.65 45.00 39.32
(19.10) (19.59) (19.15) (17.72) (15.48)
Tip Radius, cm (in) 58.84 58.95 57.09 53.51 48.39(23.17) (23.21) (22.48) (21.07) (19.05)
Root Thickness/Chord 0.050 0.070 0.070 0.069 0.01;8
Tip Thickness/Chord 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.069 0.069
Root Stagger Angle, degrees 54.64 55.18 61.61 63.68 72.51
Tip Stagger Angle, degrees 59.81 57.31 58.76 60.77 74.06
(from tangential)
Root Chord, cm (in) 6.70 4.18 3.78 3.'52 3.Ql
(2.636) (1. 645) (1.49) (1.425) (1.1:)37)
Hub/Ti p 0.825 0.844 0.852 0.841 0.813
Aspect Ratio 1.54 2.20 2.29 2.44 2.50
Cant Angle, degrees 11.90 15.33 21.33
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TABLE 3.3-IX
LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR STATOR STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS
Maximum Stress Axial Deflection
Stator Pascals psi Edge cm In
--
2 1.08xl08 15,700 Trail ing 0.086 0.034
3 5.4xl07 7900 Leading 0.028 0.011
4 3.1xl07 4500 Leading 0.003 0.001
5 3.2x107 4700 Leading 0.005 0.002
Flutter analysis was performed on each stage of the low-pressure compressor
and the results are shown on Figures 3.3-25 and 3.3-26. The values of both
the bending and torsional flutter parameters are within design and experience
limits. Flutter is not expected to occur at any operating condition.
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Figure 3.3-25 Low-Pressure Compressor Stator Bending Flutter
The individual vanes are bonded to the inner stator shroud with PWA 404
rubber. The shrouds are machined AMS 4312 aluminum rings. PWA 407 silicon
rubber is used on the inner stator surface as an abradab1e for the mating
rotor knife edge seals.
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Figure 3.3-26 Low-Pressure Compressor Stator Torsional Flutter
3.3.7 Bleed System Design
A full annular bleed system, shown in Figure 3.3-27, has been provided at the
exit of the low-pressure compressor to ensure compressor stabil ity at low
power and thrust reverse conditions. A low cost design has been adopted that
makes use of existing JT9D engine hardware, thereby saving considerable design
and manuf acturi ng cost.
The design is based on the mature JT9D-7 engine station 3.0 bleed system and
uses the actuator, bearings, links, bushing, pins, seals, and valve brackets
from that engine. The relationship between the links and actuator was changed
to fit the available space without modifying valve movement. The bleed valve
is a newly designed 360 degree aluminum ring.
The linear movement of the hydraulic bleed actuator controls the forward and
aft movement of the bleed valve ring. The bleed is in the closed position
when forward and open when moved rearward. The Integrated Core/Low Spool
design will be unmodulated (either open or closed), but the Flight Propulsion
System bleed could be fully modulated, if required.
With the bleed ring in the aft position, bleed air is allowed to flow from the
compressor flowpath ahead of the fifth stator, out through turning vanes in
the low-pressure compressor case into the fan duct. The turning vanes, which
are made of cast aluminum, direct the air at the fan exit guide vanes at the
proper incidence angle.
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Figure 3.3-27 Energy Efficient Engine Bleed Valve and Actuator
The design goal was to provide a minimum 15 percent bleed flow up to the 40
percent of maximum cruise power. A flow of 14.1 percent was achieved at this
condition. The various bleed flows predicted to be provided ~y this system
are presented in Table 3.3-X.
TABLE 3.3-X
LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR BLEED FLOW
Condition
Flight Propulsion System
Flight Idle
40 percent of maximum cruise
Integrated Core/Low Speed
30 percent of takeoff
Ground Idle
3.3.8 Compressor Axial Spacing
Kg/sec
1.12
2.99
5.67
Flow
lb/sec
S.42
l1.fiO
]2.5
Percent Wcore
21.0
14.4
;?O.O
The initial flowpath axial gaps in the low-pressure compressor were selected
based on experience with similar compressor designs. Following completion of
the compressor design, the actual gaps were compared to the estimated gaps.
Tables 3.3-XI and 3.3-XII summarize the factors considered when gapping the
compressor in addition to the actual values calculated. 80th inner and outer
flowpath gaps are shown. The inner gap clearance is the controlling clearance
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since it is smaller. For the Flight Propulsion System design, a new flow path
iteration would be performed to reduce this clearance to zero. The negative
clearance at R5-S5 indicates that the design clearance is smaller than
required for Flight Propulsion System. This would be corrected upon redesign.
TABLE 3.3-XI
FLOWPATH INNER DIAMETER GAPS
Required Gap Locations, cm (in)
Sl-R2 R2-S2 S2-R3 R3-S3 S3-R4 R4-S4 S4-R5 R5-S5
-- -- --
Stator 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.01)6 0.056 0.066 O.On6 0.046
Tolerance (0.022) (0.022) (0.022) (0.022)(0.022) (0.026) (0.026) (0.018)
Rotor 0.081 0.081 0.076 0.076 0.071 0.074 0.076 0.076
Tolerance (0.032) (0.032) (0.030) (0.030) (0.028) (0.029) (0.030) (0.030)
Bear; ng 0.145 0.145 0.145 0.145
Pl ay (0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.057)
B1 ade 0.102 0.102
Lock (0.040) (0.040)
Rotor 0.015 0.015 0.020 0.020 0.023 0.023 0.013 0.013
Deflection (0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.009) (0.005) (0.005)
Case 0.109 0.107 0.046 0.074
Deflection (0.043) (0.042)
-
(0.01.8) (0.029)
Disk Rim
Deflection 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.117 0.117 0.051 0.051
at Surge (0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.046)(0.046) (0.020) (0.020)
Stator
Defl ect;on 0.328 0.309 0.309 0.147 0.1.47 0.169 0.169
at Surge (0.129 (0.1215)(0.1215)(0.058)(0.058) (0.0665) (0.0665)
Rotor 0.046 0.046 0.006 0.006 0.033 0.033 0.025 0.025
Surge (0.018) (0.018) (0.0025)(0.0025)(0.013) (0.013) (O.Olf)) (0.010)
Gyro 0.457 0.399 0.436 0.387 0.439 0.371 0.409 0.34R
Deflection (0.180) (0.157) (0.1715) (0.1525)(0.173) (0.146) (0.161) (0.137)
Total 1.179 1.066 1.099 0.85 1.031 1.001 0.Q54 0.7311
(0.464) (0.4195) (0.432) (0.335) (0.406) (0.394) (0.376) (0.289)
Actual 1.316 1.115 1.59 1.425 1.501 1.118 1.052 O.()jO
(0.518) (0.439) (0.626) (0.561) (0.591) (0.440) (0.414) (0.248)
Clearance 0.137 0.049 0.491 0.575 0.470 0.11.7 0.098 -0. lOr;
(0.054) (0.0195) (0.194) (0.226) (0.185) (0.046) (0.038) (-0.041)
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TABLE 3.3 - XII
FLOWPATH OUTER DIAMETER GAPS
Required Gap Locations, cm (in)
Sl-R2 R2-S2 S2-R3 R3-S3 S3-R4 R4-S4 S4-R5 R5-S5
-- -- -- -- -- --
Stator 0.056 0.056 0.061 0.061 0.056 0.056 0.06n 0.Ofi6
Tol erance (0.022) (0.022) (0.024) (0.024) (0.022) (0.022) (0.026) (0.026)
Rotor 0.081 0.081 0.076 0.076 0.071 0.071 0.076 0.076
Tolerance (0.032) (0.032) (0.030) (0.030) (0.028) (0.028) (0.030) (0.030)
Beari ng 0.145 0.145 0.145 0.145
Play (0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.057)
Rotor 0.015 0.015 0.020 0.020 0.0?3 0.023 0.013 0.013
Deflection (0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (O.ooq) (0.009) (0.005) (0.005)
Case 0.109 0.107 0.046 0.074
Deflection (0.043) (0.042)
-
(0.018) (0.029)
Bl ade 0.559 0.500 0.538 0.478 0.521 0.452 0.488 O.4?7
Gyro (0.220) (0.197) (0.212) (0.188) (0.205) (0.ll8) (0.192) «(). H(8)
Blade 0.607 0.607 0.551 0.S51 0.665 0.665 0.312 0.11?
Surge (0.239) (0.239) (0.217) (0.217) (0.262) (0.262) (0.123) (0.1?3)
Total 1.463 1.368 1.391 1. 293 1..48J 1.313 1.100 0.%8
(0.576) (0.539) (0.548) (0.509) (0.583) (0.517) (0.433) (0.381.)
Actual 1.803 1. 765 4.521 3.073 2.616 2.096 2.235 2.311
(0.710) (0.695) (1. 780) (1.210) (1.030) (0.825) (0.880) (0.910)
Clearance 0.340 0.397 3.130 1.780 1.135 O. 783 1.135 1.'3113
(0 .134) (0.156) (1. 232) (0.701) (0.447) (0.308) (0.447) (0.529)
3.3.9 Blade Tip and Knife Edge Seal Clearances
Blade tip-to-case and knife edge seal-to-stator clearances were establisherl
after the completion of the mechanical design of the related hardware.
Analysis revealed final clearances that are considerably lower than those
predicted during the preliminary design of the low-pressure compressor due to
the increased stiffness in the compressor intermediate case structu~e.
The low-pressure compressor was designed to allow the blade tips to run on
line with the flowpath wall at the aerodynamic design point. The ruhstrips
have shallow trenches to allow for normal operating excursions of rotor whirl,
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rmaneuver, and cowl loading. Rub-in from hardware tolerances and case
ovalization will be permitted. To minimize the effect of tolerances on tip
gap, the blade tips will be machined after installation in the rotor
assembly. This will eliminate the Ilong l blade and will allow for more
accurate mating of the rotor with the cases during assembly of the compressor
since the actual parts will be measured and the blade tip diameters adjusted
accordingly. The blade tip diameter has been left oversize to account for
this operation.
The blade tip radial clearances and the factors affecting them are shown in
Table 3.3-XIII.
Knife edge to inner shroud rubstrip analysis was also performed. The factors
affecting these clearances are the same as for the blade tip clearances shown
in Table 3.3-XIII. Table 3.3-XIV shows the aerodynamic design point and cold
knife edge seal clearance values.
TABLE 3.3-XIII
LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR BLADE TIP CLEARANCES AND
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS AFFECTING CLEARANC ES
Blade Tip Clearances, em (in)
R2 R3 R4 R5 Average
Trench Depth 0.033 0.033 0.053 0.07Q 0.048
(0.013) (0.013) (0.021) (0.031) (0.019)
Sea Level Takeoff 0.033 0.025 0.023 0.023 0.025
Trans i ent (0.013) (0.010) (0.009) (0.009) (0.010)
Steady State 0.097 0.086 0.094 0.089 0.091
(0.038) (0.034) (0.037) (0.035) (0.036)
Cold 0.124 0.117 0.089 0.102 0.107
(0.049) (0.046) (0.035) (0.040) (0.042)
Factors Affecting
Rotor Whirl 0.0013 0.0013 0.0025 0.0025
(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0001) (0.001)
Maneuver, Sea Level 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010
Takeoff (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Pinch 0.010 0.008 0.030 0.056
(0.004) (0.003) (0.012) (0.022)
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TABLE 3.3-XIII (Continued)
R2 R3 R4 R5 Average
Cowl Load 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Total 0.0313 0.0293 0.0525 0.0785
(0.0125) (0.0115) (0.021) (0.031)
Rub-in Allowables
Tal erances 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)
Case Ovalization 0.020 0.020 0.010 0
(0.008) (0.008) (0.004) (0.0)
Total 0.040 0.040 0.030 0.020
(0.016) (0.016) (0.012) (0.008)
TABLE 3.3-XIV
KNIFE-EDGE SEAL CLEARANCES
Cold Gap Aerodynamic Design Point Gap
Seal Location cm in cm in
--
Inlet Guide Vane 0.094 0.037 0.005 0.002
(Stator 1)
52 Front 0.099 0.039 0.033 0.013
52 Rear 0.091 0.036 0.020 0.008
S3 Front 0.084 0.033 0.020 0.008
S3 Rear 0.076 0.030 0.018 0.007
S4 Front 0.053 0.021 0.041 0.016
S4 Rear 0.051 0.020 0.020 0.008
S5 0.064 0.025 0.043 O.017
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The major design goals for the low-pressure compressor are defined in Section
1.0 of this report. Analysis and design efforts have been aimed at achieving
these goals. Table 4-I compares the as-designed status of the present low-
pressure compressor with these goals at the aerodynamic design point.
TABLE 4-1
STATUS OF LOW-PRESSURE COMPONENT MAJOR DESIGN GOALS
Parameter Goal Status
Pressure Rati·o 1.77 1.77
Flight Propulsion System
Adiabatic Efficiency, percent 89.9 90.0
Integrated Core/Low Spool
Adiabatic Efficiency, percent 87.5 87.5
Inlet Corrected Flow, kg/sec 56.97 56.97
( in) (125.6) (125.6)
Surge Margin, percent 20 18
Integrated Core/Low Spool
Low Cycle Fatigue Life, Cycles 1000 8000
The goal of reducing design and fabrication costs in the Integrated Core/Low
Spool test compressor was achieved through the use of a steel bolted rotor,
low cost stator designs, and existing hardware in the bleed system.
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APPENDIX A
LOW-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR AERODYNAMIC SUMMARY
The following nine pages contain the aerodynamic summaries of each stage of
the low-pressure compressor component design. Explanations of column headings
can be found in Appendix B, No~nclature.
A-I
ST/HOIl 1 AEIlOOYNAHIC SUHHAIlY
IlUN NO o SI'EEO CODE °POINT NO
°
II-I 11··2 IIH-l IIH-2 11'-1 \/t-2 IlHOIIH-1 IlHOIIH-2 PO/PO TO/TO %EfF"-A %EF"F"-I' EPSI-l EI'SI-2
sL IIlS~C IIlS~C IIlS~C IIlliEC IIlliEC IUliEC KGltl2_liEC KGLtl2-5EC mEL It/LEI IDI=It/LEI IDI=ltlLEI 1t'lllAtl ftAlllAll
1 2'2.7 214.1 1".2 191.5 217.2 '5.' 231.12 241.50 1.5474 1.1432 11.43 12.54 0.2252 0.0'41
2 271.0 214.5 1'4.' 1'5.5 191.3 ".4 243.7' 273.5' 1.5775 1.1551 ".70 ,o.34 0.1754 0.0747
3 241.3 210.0 1'2.' 191.3 114.4 14.4 244.74 271.25 1.5117 1.1519 '2.15 '2.44 0.1302 0.0401
4 241.1 204.7 1'1.2 1".5 171.1 14.1 249.04 2"." 1.5175 1.1517 '3.04 '3.50 0.0'17 0.0472
5 251.5 191.0 1,o.5 177.3 174.7 ".1 251.41 254.34 1.5721 1.1540 ".40 ,o.24 0.0427 0.0347
B-1 B-2 INCS INCH DEli TUIlN OHEGA-B LOSS-P P02/ PO/PO TO/TO %EF"F"-A %EF"F"-P
SL DEGREE DEGIlEE __11=1- __11=2_ DEGIl~E DEGIl~E D~GIl~~ DEGIlE~ D=E'C_ _IDIAL- _IDUL _~01__ SUGE_ SUG~_ IDI=SIG IDI=SIG
1 41.2 24.3 0.1534 0.4045 -11.'3 -4.41 4.57 21.14 0.3'20 0.124' 0.0342 0.'524 1.5474 1.1432 11.43 12.54
2 45.4 24.2 0.1012 0.407' -1.51 -1.44 3.2' 21.47 0.3502 0.0445 0.0135 0. ,.31 1.5775 1.1551 ".70 ,o.34
:5 44.1 24.2 0.7774 0.5'50 -7.o, -0.11 3.05 1'.17 0.3372 0.0355 0.0101 0.9114 1.5117 1.151' '2.15 '2.44
.. 43.1 24.2 0.7541 0.5151 -4.'1 0.24 3.34 11.'2 0.3320 0.0375 0.0111 0.,.12 1.5175 1.1517 '3.04 '3.50, 42.5 24.4 0.7454 0.5513 -7.74 0.32 4.30 14.14 0.3533 0.0'73 0.0312 0.'700 1.5721 1.1540 ".40 ,o.24
II-I 11-2 IIH-l IIH-2 11'-1 Vt-2 IlHOIIH-1 IlHOIIH-2 PCT TE TOITO %EFF-A %EFF"-P EPSI-l EPSI-2
S~ EUSEC EIlSEC EUSEC EIlSEC EIlSEC EUSEC LDIIlEI2SEC LDIIlEI2SEC _Sl:all_ lllLEI IDI=lIlLEI IDI=lIlLEI DEGIlEE DEGREE
"0.3 702.4 443.7 421.2 712.7 314.7 41.'1 53.54 0.1000 1.1432 11.43 12.54 12.'03 5.430
2 '12.2 703.1 43'.3 441.3 450.4 2'0.0 4'.n 54.03 0.3000 1.1551 ".70 '0.34 10.041 4.3'7
3 110.2 411.' 432.' 427.1 411.4 213.4 50.53 55.55 0.5000 1.1519 '2.15 '2.44 7.451 3.415
4 lSI.' 47'.1 427.5 41'.4 5U.4 271.2 51.01 55.24 0.7000 1.1517 '3.04 '3.50 5.257 2.705
Ii 141.0 44'.4 425.0 511.7 573.2 2".0 51.55 52.o, 0.'000 1.1540 ".40 ,o.24 3.5'0 2.105
NCORR WCOIlR WCOIlIl EF"F-AD EF"F-I' ErF-AD EFF-I'
INLET INLET INLET TOITO Po/PO INLET INLET TO/TO PO/PO STAGE STAGE
_111:11 ___ LDIIlSEC I:GlSEC lllLEL lllLEL
___z__
__z___ SUGE 1:02ll:01 SUGE_ ___z__ __z___
4215.00 122.42 55.42 1.1552 1.5734 ".01 ".75 1.1"0 0.'743 1.7137 ".01 ".75
o SPEED CODE 0 POINT NO 0
ROTOIl 2 AEIlOOYNAHIC SUHI1ARY
IlUN NO
II-I 11-2 1111-1 IIH-2 11'-1 11'-2 U-l U-2 . \/'-1 \/'-2 \/.' -1 11"-2
sL IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IILSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC
1 214.7 242.4 1'2.2 173.7 '5.7 1".3 222.' 223.3 230.4 1'1.' -127.0 -54.0
2 215 •• 244.4 1".' 111.1 11.2 154.4 231.2 231.4 243.3 202.4 -142.' -75.3
3 211.5 235.4 1'3.1 1'3.0 14.3 14'.0 23'.5 240.0 244.5 204.' -153.2 -,1.,
4 201.0 227.0 190.0 177.3 '4.7 141.' 247.' 24'.3 250.5 204.' -143.3 -104.5
5 1".1 210.2 171.4 154.0 ".0 140.' 254.3 254.4 245.4 194.2 -141.3 -115.7
IIHOIIH-l
KGlIl2_SEC
242.22
275.05
273.03
271.21
2SS.74
IIHOIlI1-2
KGlIl2_S~C
252.41
210."
271.05
272.5'
240.2S
EPSI-l EPSI-2 PO/PO
Il'DIAll ll'IlIAt/ IUL~I
0.0445 0.0272 1.1022
0.0572 0.0144 1.'HI
0.0425 0.0034 1.'351
0.0212 -0.0041 1.1271
0.01'3 -0.0032 1.7.01
!!I-I !!I-2 1'-1 B'-2 INCS INCH DEli· TUIIN
sL D~GB~~ IlEGIl~E IlEGIlEE IlEGIt~E __11=1- __11=2_ _11:=1- _11:=2_ IlEGIlEE DEGIlEE DEGREE DEGREE
1 24.5 H.3 33.51 17.270.40420.47440.45040.5051 -17.15 -7.73 10.10 14.24
2 24.2 3'.7 34.00 21.10 0.4111 0.4135 0.41" 0.5441 -12.34 -3.42 4.11 14.20
3 24.1 3'.0 3'.45 24.44 0.5"7 0.4574 0.4"0 0.5721 -10.43 -2." 3.'2 11.7'
4 24.0 31.4 40.47 30." 0.5.,2 0.4330 0.70" 0.5747 -1.34 -3.14 3." ,."
5 24.2 42.1 43.31 34.540.54170.51210."240.5313 -7.'2 -5.00 7.54 4.75
OI1EGA-B
D=Eac_ _IDUL_
0.3540 0.0533
0.3024 0.01"
0.2'41 0.0127
0.2"0 0.01'3
0.3125 0.0441
LOSS-P
_IDUL
0.0237
0.00"
0.0057
0.0012
0.0174
P02/ %EFF-A XEFF-P
_1:01-_ _IDUL _IDIU
1.1452 '1." '2.1~
1.1"4 ".40 ".4"
1.1407 '7.42 '7.415
1.1501 ".13 ".21
1.1340 '1.15 '1.31
\/-1 11-2 IIH-l IIH-2 11'-1 \/t-2 U-l U-2 11'-1 11'-2 \/"-1 11"-2 IlHOIIH-1 IlHOIlI1-2
SL EIlSEC EIlSEC EUSEC· EUSEC EIlSEC EUSEC EUSEC EIlSEC EIlSEC EIlSEC EIlSEC EUSEC LilIlEI2SEC LDlIlEI2SEC
1 704.4 7'5.' 430.5 570.0 314.1 555.5 730.' 732.7 755.1 5".' -414.1 -177.2 53.70 51.75
2 701.0 102.5 444.2 417.1 2".5 513.0 751.4 740.0 791.4 444.7 -441.' -247.0 54.33 57.55
3 "4.0 772.4 433.4 400.4 213.2 415.7 714.0 717.3 101.1 472.0 -502.1 -301.4 55.'2 54.'5
4 412.4 744.' 423.5 511.1 277.1 445.2 113.5 '14.4 122.0 471.7 -535.7 -34'.4 55.54 55.13
5 453.2 41'.4 514.0 511.7 211.7 442.4 141.1 141.' 105.2 437.0 -552.3 ~37'.5 52.31 4'.21
EPSI-l
DEGIlEE
3.110
3.274
2.434
1.417
1.050
EPSI-2 PCT TE
DEGIlEE _SI:'U
1.557 0.1000
0.'41 0.3000
0.201 0.5000
-0.350 0.7000
-0.111 0.'000
A-2
\ICI/At \ICt/AI
L!!II1/SEC KG/SEC
_SOEI__ __SOIl_
35.15 175.02
EFF"-AD
TOITO 1'0/1'0 INLET
_lIlLEI _lIlLEI L _
1.2047 1.1114 '0.0'
EF"F"-P
INLET
__z _
'D •.,
EFF"-AD
ROTOIl
I02LIOI ~Q2l~01 __z _
1.0444 1.1551 '4.52
EFF"-P
1l0TOll
__z _
'4.43
ST~TOIl 2 ~EIlODYN~HIC SUHH~IlY
IlUN NO o SPEED CODE o POINT NO 0
V-I V-2 VH-I VH-2 Vt-I Vt-2 IlHOVH-I IlHOVH-2 PO/PO TOITO %EFF-~ %EFF-P EPSI-I EPSI-2
Sl IILSEI: IILSEI: IILSEI: IILSEI: IILSEI: IILSEI: IlGLII2_SEI: IlGLIl2_Sel: llllEI llllEL IllI:llllEI IOI:llllEI BtOlAll IltOlAll
1 245.4 1".4 177.' 112.2 1".1 71.5 257.53 212.45 1.7131 1.21'7 11.10 13.20 0.0212 -0.03'1
2 244.4 203.5 190.1 190.4 154.2 71.4 213." 303.11 1.132' 1.20'1 '0.35 '1.13 -0.0041 -0.05"
3 234.' 1".2 115.0 113.3 147.' 70.1 210.25 2'5.'0 1.1274 1.2027 '2.70 '3.2' ··0.0212 -0.0743
4 227.4 111.7 171.1 175.1 141.1 41.7 273.41 215." 1.1171 1.2001 '2.43 '3.22 ·0.0321 -0.0116
5 201.4 1'1.4 153.4 154.0 141.1 41.7 234.75 24'.44 1.7432 1.2005 17.71 11.44 -0.0401 -0.1071
0-1 0-2 INCS INCH DEV TUIlN DHEG~-O LDSS-P 1'021 PO/I'O TO/TO XEFF-~ %EFF-P
Sl DEGIIEE DEGREE __11:1- __11:2_ /lEGIIEE /lEGIlEE /lEGIIEE /lEGIIEE /l:fAC_ _IUIaL_ _IUIAl _rlll__ SItGE_ SIAGE_ IDI:SIG IDI:SIG
1 43.5 23.3 0.4130 0.5435 -11.40 -4.11 7.'1 20.22 0.3304 0.0455 0.0154 0."71 1.1521 1.041' 15.02 15.32
2 3'.3 20.4 0.41" 0.5610 -,." -2.55 4.11 11.73 0.3041 0.022' 0.0013 0."31 1.1'15 1.0470 '2.74 '2.'2
3 31.4 21.0 0."20 0.5412 -'.22 -1.75 3.54 17." 0.3011 0.01'1 0.0040 0."5' 1.1555 1.0443 '4.11 '4."
4 31.5 21.4 0.4347 0.5191 -'.14 -1.41 3.54 17.11 0.303' 0.0224 0.0017 0."44 1.1447 1.0424 '2.21 '2.42
5 42.5 24.1 0.5775 0.4420 -10.44 -3.33 4.11 11.43 0.3404 0.0437 0.0170 0."12 1.1237 1.0400 14.43 14."
V-I V-2 VH-I VH-2 Vt-l Vt-2 IlHOVH-l 1l1l0VH-2 PCT TE TO/TO %EFF-~ %EFF-P EPSI-l EPSI-2
Sl ElLSel: ElLSeC ElLSeC EILsec fILSeC ElLSeC llllLEI2SEC lBIlLfI2SEC _SeAIl_ 11llEI IDI:llllEI IDI:ltllEI OEGBEE DEGREE
1 105.2 650.' 513.7 5'7.1 554.7 257.5 52.74 57." 0.1000 1.21'7 11.10 13.20 1.21' -2.23'
2 10'.0 "7.1 626.0 625.4 512.4 234.3 51.1' 42.22 0.3000 1.20'1 '0.35 '1.13 ··0.234 -3.355
3 777.1 443.' 407.0 601.4 415.3 230.1 57.40 40.60 0.5000 1.2027 '2.70 93.2' -1.215 -4.25'
4 746.' 619.2 514.2 576.1 465.3 225.3 56.00 51.51 0.7000 1.2001 '2.63 '3.22 -1.111 -5.074
Ii 413.7 553.2 503.2 505.2 442.' 225.5 41.49 51.0' 0.'000 1.2005 17.71 II.U -2.335 -4.171
NCOIlIl IICORII WCOIlIl EFF-~D EFF-P EFF-~D EFF-P
INLET INLET INLET TO/TO PO/PO INLET INLET TOITO PO/PO ST~GE ST~GE
_Ilell___ lBIlLSEC IlGLSEC 11llEL 11llEI ___1___ __1___ SIAGE e02L~Ol SItGE_ ___1__ __1___
4215.00 122.62 55.62 1.2067 1.1052 11.'0 ".71 1.0446 0."27 1.1474 ..." ..."
ROTOIl 3 ~EIlODYN~HIC SUHH~RY
IlUN NO o SPEED CODE o POINT NO 0
V-I. V-2 VH-I VH-2 Vt-I Vt-2 U-I U-2 V'-1 V'-2 Vt'-I Vt'-2 IlHOVH-l 1l1l0VH-2 EPSI-I EPSI -2 PO/PO
S~ tllSEC tllSEC tllSEC tllSEC tllSEC tllSEC tllSEC tllSEC tllSEC tllSEC tllSEC tllSEC KliltlUEC Kliltl2_SEC IIADrati IIAerall 11llEI
1 202.0 232.5 1".0 172.4 71.7 156.1 223.3 221.5 235.4 114.4 -144.4 -65.4 217.00 214.16 -0.0117 -0.1'1' 2.0113
2 206.' 235.5 1'4.1 115.1 71.6 145.6 230.' 22'.3 251.1 203.1 -15'.3 -13.4 307.73 315.'0 -0.0'12 -0.1612 2.14'7
3 1".4 223.2 11'.5 174.2 70.4 13'.5 231.6 237.1 251.2 1".7 -141.2 -'7.5 2".72 303.43 -0.1023 -0.1'47 2.1367
4 1'1.7 213.7 171.1 163.5 ".0 137.7 246.2 244.1 251.1 1'5.4 -177.2 -107.2 219.41 211.14 -0.1100 -0.1"1 2.12"
5 172.2 1'4.2 157.1 133.4 ".0 141.2 253.' 252.6 243.0 173.1 -114.1 -111.5 254.54 235.45 -0.1040 -0.15'1 2.07"
0-1 e-2 0'-1 0'-2 INCS INCH DEV TUIlN
Bl DEGIlEE OEGIIEE /lEGBEE DEGIIEE __11:1. ~_1I:2_ _II~:L _1I~:2_ DEGREE DEGIIEE DEGIIEE DEGREE
1 22.' 42.3 37.77 20.'1 0.55310.6211 0.4461 0.4911 -14.12 -5.27 6.2' 1'.1'
2 20.2 31.4 3'.31 24.46 0.5701 0.63'7 0."27 0.5517 -12.13 -3.'1 3.43 14.15
3 20.7 31.' 42.01 2'.42 0.5504 0.6060 0."33 0.5421 -11.11 -3." 3.14 12.5'
4 21.1 40.3 44.75 33.44 0.5214 0.5715 0."40 0.52'0 -10.50 -3.47 4.46 11.21
5 23.6 46.1 49.52 40.0' 0.4723 0.5211 0.6"5 0.4671 -1.45 -2." '.0' '.43
OHEG~-O
O:EtC. _IUItl_
0.34" 0.0312
0.3327 0.01"
0.3416 0.0127
0.3641 0.0194
0.4315 0.037'
LOSS-P
_IUItl
0.0147
0.0013
0.0055
0.0013
0.0154
P02/ %EFF-~ XEFF-P
_rOl. _IUIAl _IDItL
1.1477 '4.11 '4.3·1
1.1721 ".75 ...1.1
1.1"4 '7.74 '7.10
1.1725 ".67 ... 7'/
1.1121 '4.40 '4.5¥
V-I V-2 VH-I VH-2 Vt-I Vt-2 U-I U-2 V'-I V'-2 VI'-I \11'-2 IlHDVH-I IlHOVH-2
SL fILSEC HLSEC HlSEC HLSEC fILSEC fILSEC HLSEC HLSEC HlSEC HLSEC HlSEC HLSEC LIIILfI2SEC LBIILH2SEC
1 "2.6 742.' 610.2 565.6 251.2 512.0 732.6 726.7 773.0 605.0 -474.4 -214.7 51.71 51.20
2 671.7 772.6 636.7 607.2 235.1 477.1 757.7 752.2 123.7 6".3 -522.6 -274.4 63.02 64.70
J 454.2 732.4 412.0. 571.7 230.' 457.' 7'2.7 777.' '24.1 455.1 -551 •• -320.0 41.3' 42.15
4 62'.' 701.2 51'.1 534.3 226.3 451.7 107.' 103.3 126.1 441.3 -5'1.5 -351.6 5'.27 5'.01
5 565.1 437.2 517.7 437.4 224.4 443.1 132.' 121.1 7'7.4 570.3 -404.5 -345.7 52.13 41.22
EI'SI-l
DEGIIEE
-4.411
-5.225
-5."4
-4.304
-4.071
EI'SI -2 PCT TE
DEGIIEE _SeAIl_
-'.27' 0.1000
-'.231 0.3000
-'.435 0.5000
-'.55' 0.7000
-'.111 0.'000
lIellM WCI/~I
LOH/SEC I(G/SEC
_SlIfI__ __SlIlI_
34.7' I"."
EFF-~D EFF-P
TO/TO PO/PO INLET INLET
_lIlLEI _lIlLEI 1___ __1 _
1.2450 2.1171 '0.04 '1.05
EFF-~D EFF-P
ROTOIl 1l0TOR
I02LIOI e02L~Ol __1____ __1__
1.0413 1.1727 ".00 ".10
A-3
STIITOIt 3 IIEItOOYNIIHIC SUHHllltY
ItUN NO o SPEED CODE o POINT NO 0
V-I V-2 VH-l VH-2 Vt-l Vt-2 ItHOVH-l ItHOVH-2 1'0/1'0 TOITO %EFF-II %EFF-I' EPSI-l EI'SI-2
Sl IllSEC IllSEC IllSEC IIISEC IIISEC IIISEC IlGlIl2_SEC IlGlIl2_SEC IlllEL IlllEI IDI:IlllEI IDI=IIlLEI ftADUll ftAlllAN
1 235.2 1'1.2 174.' 170.6 157.2 61.0 216." 300.17 2.05'5 1.27.1 '2.24 '3.'3 --0.2117 -0.2"5
2 23'.3 If3.1 1'7.6 1'4.6 146.' 56.5 31'.65 334." 2.1372 1.2672 '0.5' '1.53 -0.2151 -0.2'32
3 226.5 1'3.1 177.4 174.7 140.' 54.7 307.32 321.65 2.1211 1.25'7 '3.03 '3.73 -0.21'2 -0.2"2
4 217 •• 174.0 167.6 165.6 13'.0 53.3 2'3.60 307.30 2.1200 1.25'3 '2.60 '3.33 -0.2241 -0.2'61.
5 200.1 152.2 140.4 142.0 142.5 54.' 246.05 262.5' 2.0"4 1.2624 '7.74 11.'2 -0.23'0 -0.2"2
'-1 B-2 INCS INCH OEV TUIlN OHEGII-B LOSS-P 1'021 1'0/1'0 TOITO %EFF-II %EFF-P
5l llEGftEE llEGftEE __11:1- __11:2_ llEGftEE_ llEGftEE llEGBEE llEGftEE Il:EIC_ _IDUL_ _IDUl _~llL_ SUGE_ SUGE IDI:SIG IDI:SIG
1 41.7 1'.' 0.635'. 0.4'21 -'.12 -1.32 6.'5 21.77 0.3"0 0.0440 0.0155 0."" 1.1555 1.047' '7.67 '7.'4
2 37.' 17.2 0.647' 0.5175 -10.20 -2.32 4.0' 20.60 0.33'5 0.0240 0.00" 0."41 1.1"0 1.04'0 '3.05 '3.20
3 3'.1 17.5 0.6156 0.4'12 -10.05 -2.17 4.1' 20.61 0.34" 0.01" 0.0064 0."62 1.164' 1.04" '5.32 '5.43
4 3'.4 17.' 0.5'02 0.465' "10.01 -2.16 4.41 21.43 0.36" 0.0223 0.00'7 0."53 1.16" 1.047f '3.'2 '3."
5 45.1 21.2 0.53'5 0.404' -'.69 -0.f7 '.21 23." 0.42" 0.041' 0.01" 0."25 1.172' 1.0515 '0.12 '0.35
V-I V-2 VH-l VH-2 Vt-l Vt-2 ItHOVH-l RHOVH-2 pCT TE TOITO %EFF-II %EFF-I' EpSI-l EpSI-2
Sl EllSEC EllSEC EllSEC EllSEC EllSEC EllSEC lBIllEl25EC lBIllEl2SEC _SfAll_ INlEI IDI:INlEI IDI:IlllEI llEGBEE llEG8EE
1 771.6 5'4.5 573.' 55'.7 515.' 200.2 5'.7' 61.4' 0.1000 1.27'1 '2.24 13.'3 -12.12' -16.'"
2 7'1.' 633.4 615.5 605.6 4'2.0 1'5.5 65.26 61.54 0.3000 1.2672 '0.5' '1.53 -12.326 -16.'00
3 743.2 600.6 5'2.1 573.1 462.0 17f.6 62.'4 65... 0.5000 1.25'7 fJ.03 '3.73 -12.502 -16.570
4 714.4 570.' 54'.' 543.3 456.1 174.' 60.13 62.'4 0.7000 1.25'3 '2.60 '3.33 -12.'40 -16.3'4, 656.4 4".5 460.7 4".0 467.5 17f.' 50.3' 53.7' 0.9000 1.2624 '7.74 ".'2 -13.637 -16.397
NCOItIt WCOItIt WCORIt EFF-II0 EFF-P EFF-IID EFF-p
INLET INLET INLET TOITO 1'011'0 INLET INLET TOITO 1'0/1'0 STIIGE STIIGE
_ft~II___ llllll5EC IlGlSEC IIlLEL IIlLEI_ ___1:___ __1:___ SUGE_ ~1l2lelll SUGE_ ___1:___ __1:___
4215.00 122.62 55.62 1.2650 2.1035 ".21 '0.27 1.04'3 0."36 1.1652 '2.05 '2.23
ROTOIt 4 IIEItODYNIIHIC SUHHllltY
ItUN NO o spEeo CODe o POINT NO 0
V-I V-2 VH-l VH-2 V'-1 V'-2 U-l U-2 V'-1 V'-2 Vt'-1 Vt'-2 ItHOVH-l ItHOVH-2 EPSI-l EPSI-2 1'0/1'0
SL IllSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC· IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IIlSEC IlGlIl2_SEC KGlIl2_SEC '''Imll Iltllltll IlllEI
1 1'3.2 217.4 172.4 155.0 61.' 152.4 213.6 20'.2 22'.' 164.' -151.' -55 •• 302.64 2'1.02 -0.3434 -0.4174 2.40"
2 195.1 225.4 1".6 177.3 57.2 13'.2 220.' 215.' 24'.2 1'3.2 -163.7 -76.' 337.24 344.4' -0.3360 -0.3'" 2.4"7
:5 1'5.5 212.7 177.0 167.5 55.4 131.1 22'.2 223.7 247.4 1'1.4 -172 •• -'2.5 324.'3 331. '2 -0.3354 -0.3'00 2.4.1.
4 176.5 203.2 161.0 15'.1 54.0 127.6 235.4 231.4 247.3 1".1 -1'1.5 -103.7 310.'5 316.0' -0.3361 -0.3'5' 2.4700
5 154.7 1'4.3 144.4 12'.4 55.5 131.3 242.7 23'.1 23'.4 1".4 -117.2 -107.1 2".25 257.63 -0.3321 -0.3712 2.4134
0-1 [1-2 0'-1 t'-2 INCS INCH DEV TUftN
S~ llEGIlEE llEliftEE llEliBEE llEG8EE __II:L __11:2_ _11':':1- _11':':2_ llEGBEE llEGIlEE llElillEE llEli8EE
1'.3 44.' 40.'1 1'." 0.4'76 0.5"7 0.'117 0.431' -12.61 -4.2' '.'1 20.'2
16.' 31.3 40.75 23.540.52340.5'520."57 0.5101 -11.'2 -4.17 3.7' 17.21
3 17.2 3'.2 43.'1 2'.0' 0.4,.1 0.5'22 0."41 0.505' -10.f7 -3.'4 3.30 14.'2
_ 17.7 3'.2 46." 33.54 0.472' 0.5355 0."2' 0.4"3 -, •., -3.70 3.56 13.42
!; 21.0 45.' 52.25 40.17 0.4116 0.4'20 0.'2'2 0.4403 -'.7' -3.53 '.12 12.0'
OHEGII-O
ll:flL _IDUL-
0.45'0 0.0462
0.3753 0.0212
0.3742 0.012'
0.3'4' 0.0203
0.4517 0.0434
LOSS-P
_IDUl
0.0200
0.00'3
0.0056
0.00"
0.0176
1'021 %EFF-II %EFF-P
_fQl__ _IUIAl _IUIAL
1.1743 '3.'4 '4.0'1
1.1"7 ".52 " ...
1.1657 '7.'0 '7.' 7
1.1651 '6.60 '6.69
1.1"2 '3.77 '3.9.2
V-I V-2 VH-l VH-2 vt-i Vt-2 U-l U-2 V'-1 V'-2 Vt'-1 V,'-2 RHOVH-l ItHOVH-2 EI'SI-l EPSI-2 pCT TE
SL Ell5EC EllSEC EllSEC fUSEC EIlSEC EllSEC EllSEC EllSEC EllSEC fUSEC EllSEC EllSEC lBIIlEl2SEC lBIIlEl2SEC llEliftEE DEGftEE _5flll
1 600.' 713.3 565.' 50'.6 202.6 500.0 700.' "3.2 753.' 540.6 -4".3 -1'3.2 61." 5'.60 -If.675 -23.'16 0.1000
2 640.2 13'.5 612.1 5'1.6 1117.' 456.7 724.7 70'.5 114.3 '33.' -537.0 -251.' ".07 70.55 -1'.250 -22.'50 0.3000
:5 '0'.7 "7.' 5'0.' 54'.6 1.1.. 430.2 741.6 733.' '11.' '27.' -5".' -303.' ".55 67." -1'.21' -22.345 0.5000
4 57f.1 "'.7 551.3 51'.7 177.0 41'.' 772.5 75'.1 '11.5 620.4 -5'5.4 -340.3 63." 64.74 -1'.25' -22.104 0.7000
5 507.5 '04.7 473.7 424.4 112.1 430.' 7".4 7'4.4 775.7 552.4 -614.2 -353.6 54.53 52.76 -19.030 -21."7 0.'000
A-4
WC1/111 WClIAI
LOll/SEC KG/SEC
_SllEL_ __5011_
32.70 15'.67
EFF-110 EFF-I'
TOITO 1'0/1'0 INLET INLET
_llllEI _IIlLEI 1:___ __1:__
1.3249 2.45'4 '0.01 91.19
EFF-AO EFF-p
ROTOR 1t0TOlt
IQ2lIOI ~Q21fQl __1:____ __1: _
1.0473 1.1617 '5.75 '5.'5
STIITOR 4 IlE~OOYNIlMIC SUMMIlRY
RUN NO o SPEED CODE o POINT NO 0
V-I V-2 VIt-l VIt-2 Vt-l Ve-2 RHOVM-l RHOVIt-2 PO/PO TO/TO %~FF~1l %EFF-P EPSI-l EPSI-2
Sl lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEC lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEl: KGiIl2_SEl: KGiIl2_SEl: IUlE1 IUlEL I01=IULEI IOI=IUlEI fltfllaU IltfllaU
1 220.1 161.7 15'.' 15'.' 154.' 3'.3 2'2.'4 312. '3 2.3'41 1.3417 '2.2' '4.2' -O.H77 -0.510'
2 22'.2 1'1.5 17'.1 17•• 2 141.3 34.4 34'.5' 3".24 2.485' 1.327' '0.45 '1.5' -0.43'1 -0.492'
3 214.0 173.0 170.1 149.' 133.2 33.1 335.3' 353.'5 2.4741 1.31'4 '3.1' '4.00 -0.42" -0.47"
4 20'.' 165.3 161.1 162.0 12'.7 32.' 320.45 33•• 57 2.45'7 1.315' '2." '3.53 -0.41'3 -0.4'74
5 111.3 144.' 133.0 13'.' 133.4 34.4 243.5' 2".74 2.3".~ 1.3233 17." ".0' -0.41'5 -0.441'
9-1 9-2 INCS INCIt DEV TU~N OItEGA-O LOSS-P P02/ PO/PO TO/TO %EFF-A %EFF""
Sl QEGIlEE flEGIlEE __Il=L __11=2_ flEGREE' flEGIlEE flEGIlEE flEGIlEE fl=Etl:_ _IQUL _1Q16l _~DL_ SItGE- SItGE IQI=SIG 1OI=S1G
1 44.3 14.3 0.5772 0.417' "7.45 -0." 10.11 2'.93 0.4453 0.0542 0.0190 0.'''3 1.1617 1.04'7 17.52 17.7'
2 37.1 H.O 0.4030 0.4734
-'.77 -2.'3 4.51 24.7. 0.3'7' 0.0254 0.00'4 O."H 1.1632 1.0472 '2.'7 '3.13
3 37.5 11.1 0.5715 0.4525 -10.0' -3.0' '.'2 2'.42 0.31" 0.0161 0.00'4 0."'7 1.161' 1.0454 '5.'1 '5.72
4 3'.2 11.4 0.545' 0.4316 -10.'2 -3.61 7.25 2'.12 0.3'70 0.022' 0.00'1 0."5' 1.1602 1.045' '3." '4.13
5 44.5 14.' 0.4'31 0.374' -'.72 -1.'3 10.'5 2'.'0 0.45'4 0.04'4 0.0195 0."2' 1.1'02 1.04'3 ".31 ".55
V-I V-2 VM-l VIt-2 Vt-I Vt-2 RHOVM-I ~HOVM-2 PCT TE TO/TO %EFF-Il %EFF-P EPSI-l EPSI-2
Sl EliSEl: EliSEl: EUSEl: EliSEl: EliSEl: EUSEl: LlllliEl2SEl: LlllliEl2SEl: _S~6U_ IIlLEI IQI=lIlLEI IOI=IIlLEI DEGllEE flEGllEE
1 722.1 530.' 513.' 514.7 507.4 12'.' 5'." 44.0' 0.1000 1.3417 '2.24 '4.24 -25.453 -2'.2"
2 74'.4 5'5.' 597.7 5'4.' 4'3.7 tl2.' 70." 75.01 0.3000 1.327' '0.45 '1.5' -25.0" -21.234
3 70••• 5'7.7 55'.0 557.2 437.0 10'.' 61.61 72.43 0.5000 1.3164 '3.1' '4.00 -24.457 -27.43'
4 '71.5 542.2 52•• 4 531.' 425.5 107.0 '5.'3 ".34 0.7000 1.315' '2." '3.53 -24.023 -2'.7'2
5 '17.' 474.3 43'.4 45'.0 437.' tI'.4 53." 5'.34 0.'000 1.3233 '7.61 19.0' -24.033 -2'.4"
NCOR~ WCOR~ WCORR EFF-IID EFF-P EFF-1l0 EFF-P
INLET INLET INLET TO/TO PO/,.O INLET INLET TOITO I'O/PO STIlGE STIlGE
_1l~1l___ LlllliSEl: KGiSEl: lllLEL llllEL ___z___ __z__ SItGE_ ~D2l~Dl SItGE_ ___z___ __6_~_
4215.00 122.'2 55.'2 1.324' 2.4431 ".31 ,o.5' 1.0473 0."3' 1.1614 '1.'3 '2.01
°SPEED CODE 0 POINT NO 0
ROTOR 5 IlERODYNIlItIC SUItItIlIlY
RUN NO
V-I V-2 VIt-l VIt-2 ve-I Vt-2 U-I U-2 V'-1 V' -2 Vt'-1 V,'-2
S~ lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEl: lliSEl:
~ 160.2 17'.4 155.1 125.' 40.1 12'.1 194.' 1'5.' 21'.0 13'.4 -154.7 -57.'
2 1'2.5 1".' 17'.1 1'5.' 35.0 109.1 202.3 1'4.2 245.0 116.5 -167.3 -'5.1
:3 174.7 1'0.1 171.4 15'.7 33.7 103.2 20'.7 202.5 245.7 111.0 -17'.0 -".3
4 1'7.1 114.1 163.' 153.3 33.2 103.2 217.1 210.' 24'.3 117.2 -113.' -107.5, 144.' 1".' 142.2 12'.0 3'.' 10'.4 224.5 219~1 235.4 1'7.0 -1'7.' -10'.'
RHOVM-l
KGiIl2_SEl:
30'.44
3'7.44
35'.24
341.52
2'3.'0
~HOVM-2 EF'SI··1 EPSI-2 PO/PO
KGiIl2_SEl: 1l6fllat/ 116flat/ IIILEI
247.'1 -0.5534 -0.'022 2."55
3'4.22 -0.51" -0.5'03 2.'049
354.55 -0.5015 -0.5377 2.7'"
343.'3 -0.4192 -0.5232 2.7'44
27'.'7 -0.4747 -0.50" 2.7327
, 0-1 . 1l-2 8'-1 "-2 INCS INCIt DEV TURN
sL QEGIlEE flEGIlEE OEGIlEE QEGllEE __Il=L __11=2_ _1l~=L _1l~=2_ flEGIlEE DEGREE DEGllEE flEGflEE
:t 13.' 45.1 43.47 24.3' 0.413' 0.45" 0.5'5' 0.3525 -7.70 -2.31 lQ.'5 1'.2'
12 10.' 32.' 41.7' 2'." 0.4741 0.51030.'3'30.47'2 -'.01 -3.70 2.44 15.10
IS 10.' 32.5 44.'0 31.550.45700.4'01 0.'4270.414' -7.03 -3.24 1.57 13.25
~ 11.3 34.0 47.'1 35.0' 0.43'5 0.4754 0.'433 0.4.1. -'.4' -2." 2.04 12.73
Ii 14.5 41.4 52.7' 41.44 0.3'11 0.4240 0.4107 0.42"4 -5.'2 -2.5' 7.31 11.34
OItEGIl-O
fl=Ete- _1016L_
0.5405 0.054'
0.3727 0.0212
0.3"0 0.0103
0.37'4 0.0153
0.4451 0.0373
LOSS-P
_10ItL
0.021'
0.00'7
0.0042
0.00'3
0.0144
P021 %EFF -II %EFF- P
_fDL__IOItL _IOItl.
1.13'0 '2.16 '2."
1.12.3 '5.'4 '5.'2
1.12" '7.'3 '7.' 7
1.1340 '7.0' '7.13
1.1401 '3.'5 '4.0~
V-I V-2 VIt-l VIt-2 Vt-l VI-2 U-l U-2 V'-1 V'-2 VI'-1 Vt'-2 ItHOVH-l IlHOVH-2 EPSI-l EPSI-2 PCT TE
sL EliSEl: EUSEl: EUSEl: EliSEl: EUSEl:' EUSEl: EliSEl: EliSEl: EliSEl: EliSEl: EUSEl: EliSEl: LIlliEl2SEl: LlllliEl2SEl: DEGREE DEGREE _S~'1l
1 525.5 5".3 50'.' 413.2 131.7 420.2 43'.3 40'.' 71~.7 454.7' [,0:.4 -1".7 '3.3' 54.'[· -31.70' -34.501 0.1000
2 591.4 451.5 5'7.5 544.4 114.' 357.' "3.7 437.1 '03.' "11.' -54'.' -27'.1 75.25 74.40 -2'.770 -32.105 0.3000
3 573.2 423.7 5'2.4 523.' tlO.4 33'.5 4...0 "4.3 ,0".0 '16.' -577.4 -325.' 72." 73.03 -2'.735 -30.'0' 0.5000
4 54'.2 404.3 537.3 502.' 10'.' 33••• 712.4 ..,1.5 '0'.0 414.2 -"03.4 -352.' "'.'5 70.44 -2'.024 -2'.'77 0.7000
S 4'2.0 547.5 4".5 413.4 121.1 35'.0 734.7 71'.7 772.4 54'.0 -415.' -35'.7 40.If 57.34 -27.1" -2'.025 0.'000
WCt/1l1 WCt/1l1
L.It/SEC KG/SEC
_SOEl__ __SOIL
30.40 149.42
EFF-IID EFF-P
TO/TO PO/1'O INLET INLET
_IIlLEI _It/LEI Z___ __Z _
1.3754 2.77t1 ".'1 '1.16
EFF-liD EFF-P
~OTO~ ROTOIl
IlI2LIDl fllUflll __6____ __Z _
1.03'1 1.1342 '5.5' '5.'4
A-5
A-6
STIlTOIl 5 IlEIlOOYNIlHIC SUHHIlIlY
IlUN NO o SP,EEO CODE o POINT NO 0
V-I V-2 VH-l VH-2 Ve-l Vt-2 IlHOVH-l IlHOVH-2 PO/PO TO/TO %EFF-Il %EFF-P EPSI-l EI'SI-2
SL IllSEC IllSEC IllSEC IllSEC IllSEC IllS!:C KlilIl2.S!:C KlilIl2_S!:C llll.!:I lIlL!:I IOI=lIlLU IOI=lIlLEI lleDIAIl ReDIAIl
1 111.1 130.0 125.3 12'.1 130.1 7.2 245.17 217.1' 2."7' 1.3"0 11.4' 13.12 -0.4124 -0.43'4
2 200.2 144.1 1".3 164.0 111.5 -1.1 344.27 373.5' 2.7'32 1.3717 ".15 '1.20 -0.5154 -0.4041
3 1Y2.4 160.3 161.1 160.3 105.5 -1.7 351.44 3".51 2.7'01 1.3447 '3.11 '4.0' -0.5540 -0.513'
4 117.' 157.2 155.4 157.2 105.7 -1.4 347.34 342.'3 2.7152 1.3453 '2.14 '3.7' -0.5337 -0.5"7
5 170.3 137.5 121.2 137.4 112.1 4.1 213." 313.04 2.71'4 1.3740 17.74 ".35 -0.5212 -0.5573
e-l B-2 INCS INCH OEV TUIlN OHEGIl-B lOSS-P POU PO/PO TO/TO %EFF-Il %EFf-1'
SL OElill!:E OElill!:E __1:1=1- __Il=Z_ OElillEE OElillfE llflillfE llElillEE O=EeC_ _IOUL_ _IOUL _[Ill-_ SUGE_ SUGE_ IDI=SIG IDI=SIG
1 44.0 3.2 0.4401 0.3273 -4.57 0.21 1.55 42.12 0.547' 0.0174 0.0303 0."" 1.1240 1.0404 15.03 15.21
2 33.5 -0.4 0.5HI 0.4112 -,... -4.75 3." 34.13 0.3'" 0.0252 0.00'2 0."51 1.1234 1.0344 '2.44 '2.5'
3 32.7 "0.6 0.4'" 0.4105 -10.31 -5.24 4.22 33.2' 0.3.,2 0.0140 0.00"1 0."75 1.12" 1.0340 '5.17 '5.'5
4 33.4 -0.4 0.4140 0.4023 -11.02 -5.'3 4.42 34.20 0.3"3 0.0223 0.00" 0."47 I.U1Y 1.037' '4.51 '4."
5 40.4 2.5 0.4352 0.34'2 -1.1' -3.21 1.2' 31.07 0.4430 0.051' 0.0214 0."37 1.1324 1.0402 ".45 ".45
V-I V-2 VH-l VII-2 Vt-l VI-2 ftHOVII-I ftHOVII-2 PCT TE TO/TO %EFf-1l %EFf-1' EPSI-l EI'SI-2
SL EllSEC EIlSfC fUSEC EIlSfC EIlSEC EllSEC LltllEI2SEC l.lllllEI2SEC _Sl!ell_ llfLEI IDI=lIlLEI IDI=lIfLEI DEGREE OEGIlEE
I 5'4.2 42".4 411.0 425.7 42'.1 23.5 54.45 51.12 0.1000 1.3"0 11.4' '3.12 -35.0" -34.434
2 457.0 531.3 545.7 531.2 345.' -4.0 74.41 74.52 0.3000 1.3717 ".15 Yl.20 -33.540 -34.724
3 431.' 524.0 521.4 524.0 344.2 -5.5 73.45 75." 0.5000 1.3"47 '3.11 '4.0' -31.15' -33.452
4 416.5 515.' 50'.1 515.' 344.1 -5.3 71.14 74.31 0.7000 1.3453 '2.14 '3.7' . -30.577 -,32.470
5 551.' 451.2 420.7 450.7 347.1 1'.' 51.14 '44.11 0.'000 1.3740 17.74 ".35 -2'.141 -31.'33
NCORR IICORR WCORII EFF-1l0 EFF-P EfF""O Eff-P
INLET INLET INLET TOITO PO/PO INLET INLET TO/TO PO/PO STIlGE STIlGE
_llEIl___ l.lllllSEC KGlSEC llllEL lllLfL ___1__ __1___ SIeGE_ Ell2lElll SIeG!:_ ___1__ __1___
4215.00 122.42 55.42 1.3754 2.7541 ".2" '0."7 1.0311 0."4" 1.1211 '1.37 '1.51
APPENDIX B
NOMENCLATURE
Defined below are the terms used in the main body of this report in addition
to those used in Appendix A.
Term
WE C51
Nl Corrected to 51
U-Tip
WE 51/A
Cx/U
E
D-Factor
(J
Cm v'8tS1
Reduced Velocity, V/BW
Defi ni tion
Engine airflow corrected to stator
1 inlet conditions
Low-pressure rotor speed corrected
to stator inlet conditions
Rotor 2 tip speed, corrected to
stator 1 inlet conditions
Engine airflow corrected to stator
1 inlet conditions and divided by
stator 1 inlet area
Average axial wheel speed divided
by mean wheel speed
Two times the enthalpy rise,
divided by the mean wheel speed
squared times the number of stages(4)
Measure of diffusion along airfoil
suction surface (Peak static
pressure rise on suction surface
divided by peak inlet velocity head
Temperature correction factor,
Tamb (eR)( standard day)
519
Thru flow velocity parameter where
em is meridional velocitY,..JO'fsl
is the total temperature correc-
tion to stator 1 (ft/sec)
Airfoil flutter parameter where V
is the relative air inlet velocity
to the airfoil at 75 percent span
in feet per second, B is hal f the
airfoil chord at 75 percent span
in feet, and Wis flutter
frequency in radians per second
B-1
Term
Sl
aP/Po-P
Root, Mean, Ti p
ychord
Z Plane and Z Plane Radius
Terms from Aerodynamic Summary - Appendix A
B-1
B-2
B1-1
BI -2
ESPI
DEV
D-FAC
EFF-A or -AD
EFF-P
EPSI-1
EPSI-2
B-2
Definition
Stator 1 or Low-Pressure Compres-
sor inlet vane
Measure of loading on blade end
wall s (Static pressure ri se
divided by inlet velocity head)
Blade chord angle, angle between
chord and axial direction
Plane at which blade attachment
and disk attachment make contact
Absolute air angle at row inlet
Absolute air angle at row exit
Relative air angle at row inlet
Relative air angle at row exit
Angle between tangent to
streaml ine projected on meridional
pl ane and axial di rection
Deviation angle (Exit air angle
minus the metal angle at trailing
edge
Di ffusion factor (see above)
Adiabatic efficiency
Polytropic efficiency
Slope of meridional streamline at
row in1 et
Slope of meridional streaml ine at
row exit
Term
INCS
INCM
LOSS-P
M-1
M-2
M' -1
W-2
NCORR
OMEGA-B
PCT TE SPAN
PO/PO
P02/POl
RHOYM-1
RHOYM-2
TURN
TO/TO
U-l
Defi nition
Inc i dence ang1 e between i n1 et air
di rection and 1i ne tangent to
blade suction surface at leading
edge, degrees
Incidence angle between inlet air
di rection and 1i ne tangent to
blade mean camber 1ine at leading
edge, degrees
Loss parameter
Mach number at row inlet
Mach number at row exit
Relative Mach number at row inlet
Relative Mach number at row exit
Low-pressure rotor speed, corrected
Total pressure loss coefficient
(Mass average defect in relative
total pressure divided by
difference between i n1 et
stagnation and static pressures)
Pe rce nt tra i1i ng edge spa n
Pressure ratio
Stati c pressure ratio
Density times meridional velocity
at row inlet
Density times meridional velocity
at row exit
Relative air turning from inlet to
exi t, degrees
Temperature ratio
Rotor tangential speed at row i n1 et
B-3
B-4
Term
U-2
V-l
V-2
VM-l
VM-2
V'-l
V' -2
VO-l
V8-2
VO'-l
VO'-2
WCORR
WC1/Al
Definition
Rotor tangential speed at row exit
Air velocity at row inlet
Air velocity at row exit
Meridional velocity at row inlet
Meri dional vel oci ty at row exit
Relative air velocity at row inlet
Relative air velocity at row exit
Tangential velocity at row inlet
Tangential velocity at row exit
Re1 ati ve tangential vel oci ty at
row inlet
Relative tangential velocity at
row exit
Airflow, corrected
Stage i n1 et co rrected a i rfl ow
divided by stage inlet area
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